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‘(The pharmacy cross)... is the first time
the profession has sought to invest itself 

with an instantly recognisable graphic ‘face’.

Its purpose is to provide patients with 
a promise of service by those qualified 

to give help and guidance. 

We hope it will aid the safety 
and well-being of all.’

Dr. Hopkin Maddock, President, 
Royal Pharmaceutical Society.

29th August 1984



‘The brand identity of pharmacy is decades behind 
what it is now able to contribute to society 

and it’s not because of what we do, it’s because we 
don’t position ourselves very well.

It is clear that there is a gap between 
the ambitions of the profession 

and the impact that it is delivering 
with its current branding strategies.’

Gavin Birchall, Founder,
The Face Of Pharmacy Project.

1st  November 2014



The ‘Apotek’ visual identity 

was designed by Bo Linnemann 

of Kontrapunkt for the 

apthecaries of Denmark and 

won the Danish Design Prize 

in 2007.

http://www.kontrapunkt.com/

work/apoteket

+ APOTEK



How might the pharmacy profession harness its brand identity and apply new technology to secure the 

role of the pharmacist over the next 50 years?

Gavin Birchall

BPharm (Hons), MRPS, PGCM, MA Graphic Design

Objectives

Gather original evidence relating to society’s perception of the pharmacy profession and explore its brand characteristics. Create a debate within 

the profession to highlight the importance of branding to securing a successful future. Forecast potential changes in the supply of pharmaceuticals 

and the role of the pharmacist driven by technology. Develop a conceptual visual identity for the pharmacy profession to carry its brand messages. 

Methods

Primary: Qualitative and quantitative interviews and survey. Practice based research. Future forecasting.

Secondary and tertiary: Literature and contextual review. 

Key findings

Members of the pharmacy profession are dissatisfied with the way in which society perceives their contribution. The identity of the pharmacy 

profession has become associated with retail through a lack of deliberate management. The future of pharmaceutical supply is likely to change and 

become more remote from the patient in coming decades. 

Conclusions

The pharmacy profession must begin thinking of itself as a brand and actively manage the way in which that brand is perceived by society. It should 

utilise a full range of tools to achieve this and develop, consistently apply and protect a visual identity to assist the recognition of its work 

wherever and whenever it manifests.
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When all 945 nationally 

owned pharmacies in Sweden 

were privatised in 2009, 

Vardapoteket commissioned 

Stockholm Design Lab to 

develop this award winning 

visual identity inspired 

by anatomical and botanical 

illustrations. 

http://www.stockholmdesignlab.

se/vardapoteket/
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‘The challenge of re-branding a profession that belongs 
to a collective of people rather than any individual 

or group of individuals is interesting and
will require some thought.’

Michael Wolff, 
Co-founder, Wolff Olins,

On The Face Of Pharmacy Project.

6th March 2014



 + INTRODUCTION

Pharmacy through a critical lens



Damien Hirst brought the 

pharmacy aesthetic to 

mainstream attention with 

his ‘Pharmacy’ installation, 

first shown at the Cohen 

Gallery, New York in 1992. 

Hirst created the work 

after ‘witnessing that 

pharmacies ‘provoke an idea 

of confidence.’ 

He further explained: “I 

went to the Chemist’s and 

thought, “I wish I could 

make art like that. Then I 

realised that I could have 

it as it was.’ 

http://www.damienhirst.com/

pharmacy

+ DAMIEN HIRST



INTRODUCTIONThe Face Of Pharmacy Project began through a desire to improve the way in which the pharmacy profession was perceived by society. As an aspiring 

pharmacist with a creative mind, I was disappointed by the poor levels of recognition my profession received. It seemed to be at odds with the 

rhetoric I was hearing on a daily basis within the profession. I had naively managed to turn some of the hopes and dreams of the profession into 

reality but not on a scale sufficient to change society’s perception. 

A long held and growing interest in design and specifically the power of branding and visual identity led me to question why my profession was 

not using the techniques I saw being used so successfully all around me by others to promote their cause. I decided to do something about it and 

through a Masters In Graphic Design, take a serious look at the existing research in the area with the aim of developing a conceptual visual 

identity for the pharmacy profession. 

To my surprise I found that very little research has been carried out into the application of contemporary branding and visual identity techniques 

to the promotion of professions. I carried out my own primary research to gather evidence upon which to base my work. This involved face to face 

interviews with key people in all of the pharmacy representative bodies, gaining their support and raising awareness of the project alongside 

a broader online survey which was open to all. The Face Of Pharmacy Survey Results confirmed that I was not the only one who felt as I did and 

encouraged me to continue with what appeared to be a new line of enquiry. 

While the silent majority within the profession were frustrated with the status quo, it was rarely discussed or debated. Another important outcome 

of the project was to create a debate regarding the brand of pharmacy and how the profession is promoted. I used social media to raise awareness at 

grass roots level of the project and found that there was a lot of interest. I also used my connections within the pharmacy industry press to bring 

the debate to a wider audience. As the momentum built I hosted a Twitter chat in conjunction with an established pharmacy chat platform and the 

debate had truly begun.

Many people I told about the project, including Michael Wolff, felt that re-branding pharmacy would be very challenging and my practice based 

research proved this to be true. The supply of pharmaceuticals is likely to change dramatically over coming decades driven by changes in technology 

and as a result a future forecasting process became the focus of the project and sought to develop a range of predictions about how the supply of 

medicines and the role of the pharmacist will develop over the next 50 years.
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Pharmacy through a critical lens



‘Shopkeeper or professional; which 
image is pharmacy projecting 

to the public?’

Emma Weinbren, 
Feature Editor,

Chemist and Druggist Magazine.

29th October 2014



 + CREATING A DEBATE
 

Raising awareness through the industry press



‘Branding theory suggests that 
contraction of our representative 
bodies would strengthen and focus 

our representation.’

Gavin Birchall,
Chemist and Druggist Magazine,

9th July 2015



Having developed a healthy 
relationship with the pharmacy 
industry press over past years 
the opportunity arose to work 
alongside the profession’s 
leading publications and create 
a debate about the value 
of branding to the pharmacy 
profession.

Over a period of ten months and 
beyond, a number of articles 
relating to branding in 
pharmacy were published by the 
Chemist and Druggist, the most 
widely read publication within 
the pharmacy profession.

In October 2014 the Face Of 
Pharmacy Survey Results were 
the topic of a feature entitled 
‘Mirror Image’ and provided 
an opportuntiy to raise the 
profile of The Face Of Pharmacy 
Project to a much wider 
audience.

In April 2015 I was paid to 
write an article for the 
publication’s Continuing 
Professional Development series 
entitled ‘Build A Pharmacy 
Brand’ and explained in a step 
wise manner the best approach 
to branding an individual or 
group of pharmacies.

In June 2015 I was flattered 
and surprised to be be asked 
to contribute to an article 
about the largest four pharmacy 
brands entitled ‘The Power 
Brands’ and offered my analysis 
of the strengths and weaknesses 
of each competitor alongside 
established design and branding 
industry stalwarts.

In July 2015 I instigated 
the development of a feature 
article relating to the wide 
scope and range of bodies 
representing the pharmacy 
profession. It struck me that 
the sheer number of bodies 
is a hinderance to how the 
profession is pervceived by 
society. It was exciting to 
see various opposing opinions 
in the piece. The debate was 
building.

In addition to these articles 
a number of smaller articles 
have been published including 
an article entitled ‘Pharmacy 
is in need of a makeover’ in 
the Pharmaceutical Journal in 
December 2014. 

http://www.pharmaceutical-journal.
com/publications/clinical-
pharmacist/pharmacy-is-in-need-
of-a-makeover/20067230.article
 
A wide range of comment and 
discussion has arisen as a 
result of this exposure with 
branding and visual identity 
becoming a more prominent topic 
within the pharmacy profession.

BACKGROUND





+ MIRROR IMAGE



Shopkeeper or professional 
– which image is pharmacy 
projecting to the public? 
MedicX Pharmacy’s Gavin Birchall 
reveals what happened when he 
asked the profession to turn 
the mirror on itself and why 
now is the time for change.

Pharmacy has an image problem. 
In fact, it needs a total 
overhaul. If the sector were 
on reality TV, Gok Wan would 
be commanding it to ditch 
its frumpy old wardrobe in 
favour of sharp tailoring that 
accentuates its attributes. The 
idea may sound frivolous at a 
time when pharmacy is facing 
unprecedented constraints 
on funding while struggling 
to meet the demands of more 
clinical role. But for Gavin 
Birchall, operations and 
marketing director at MedicX 
Pharmacy, the challenges are 
inextricably linked. 

Mr Birchall is well aware that 
many pharmacists may consider 
his masters on the visual 
identity of pharmacy, completed 
last month, ‘just a bit of 
fluff’. Part of his motivation 
to undertake the research 
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was his life-long interest in 
design and art, which he admits 
may be a bit “unusual” for a 
pharmacist. There was a serious 
aim behind his work, though. 
Mr Birchall recognised that 
the sector has been trying to 
promote itself as a provider 
of clinical services for years 
– without widespread success. 
He started to think about what 
pharmacy could learn from 
brands that have managed to 
communicate their messages to 
the public. 

This is why Mr Birchall has 
dedicated the past year 
to gathering data on how 
pharmacists and stakeholders 
view the profession, with the 
eventual aim of designing a 
“brand” for pharmacy. 

He is visibly passionate about 
the need for the work: “It’s the 
only thing we’re not looking at, 
so it’s certainly worth a try.” 
His argument is hard to refute 
– especially when considering 
the frustrated attempts of 
pharmacy to win the hearts and 
minds of NHS commissioners. If 
Mr Birchall is to be believed, 
branding may be well be the 



answer to making those in power 
sit up and listen. 

Medicine maker to shopkeeper

In the past, pharmacy had a 
strong identity, Mr. Birchall 
explains. The public saw them 
as the “makers of medicines” 
and appreciated the skill 
involved in this role. “That 
was a strong identity because 
doctors didn’t do that,” he says. 
But the revolution came in the 
1960’s  when mass manufacturing 
rendered these skills almost 
obsolete. Suddenly, pharmacy 
was forced to relinquish the 
identity it had held dearly for 
decades.

It’s little wonder the sector 
felt at a loss. Without a 
concerted attempt to establish 
a new identity, another 
“accidentally developed” in 
its place, Mr Birchall says.
The role was a  word that 
may strike despair into the 
heart of many a pharmacist: 
shopkeeper. He believes this 
identity has been led by Boots 
– the largest multiple in the 
UK – which he describes as a 
“massive retailer that happens 

to have a pharmacy at the back 
of the shop”.This business model 
soon became synonymous with the 
profession.

Mr Birchall brands this 
development an “awful thing” 
for pharmacy. “We expanded 
into retail but didn’t really 
consider how patients saw us 
– do they see a clinician they 
can trust or a shopkeeper they 
can buy from?” he asks. “Sadly, 

I think it’s going to be the 
shopkeeper.”

His research certainly suggests 
this is how pharmacists 
perceive the situation. In his 
survey of 242 pharmacists, 
pharmacy students and 
technicians, 85 percent 
believed the public saw them as 
shopkeepers.Tellingly, a similar 
percentage thought pharmacy had 
a stronger association with 
toiletries and beauty than 
with minor ailments services. 
Many also harked back to an 
image that no longer exists in 
practice - 93 percent felt the 
symbol of the pestle and mortar 
was still strongly associated 
with pharmacy today.

Higher hopes

It paints the picture of a 
profession that is confused 
about its identity.There is 
undoubtedly discontent with 
pharmacy’s current image - only 
14 percent of respondents to Mr 
Birchall’s survey were satisfied 
or very satisfied with the 
way in which the profession 
promotes itself.The one positive 
finding was that pharmacists 



have one common goal for 
the future: 94 percent of 
repsondents wanted to be seen 
as clinicians.

This is an identity Mr Birchall 
believes the profession could 
cultivate. He points out that 
pharmacy has already assumed 
a much wider clinical role 
in the past few years – 
taking on services such as 
anticoagulation clinics and 
smoking cessation programmes. It 
is simply that the public needs 
to take this message on board. 
“It’s interesting that people 
within the profession feel... 
the new tranche of services 
we’ve been working so hard to 
develop hasn’t bedded in the 
public’s mind, even though we’ve 
been doing a lot of them,” he 
says. “The brand identity of 
pharmacy is decades behind what 
it is now able to contribute to 
society and it’s  not because of 
what we do, it’s because we don’t 
position ourselves very well.” 

Mr Birchall praises Pharmacy 
Voice’s Dispensing Health 
campaign, launched at  the 
beginning of this year, for 
acknowledging this issue.The 

campaign set out to promote 
pharmacy as a “gateway for good 
health” and the first place 
for advice and treatment of 
common ailments, as well as 
a dispenser of medicines. Mr 
Birchall believes the message  
is “brilliant”. What he isn’t 
so happy about is the branding. 
“I was so pleased that they 
did it – I thought, ‘Thank 
god someone’s thinking about 
this stuff’, he telss C+D. ‘But 

visually it’s been done poorly.” 
He is similarly critical of 
the medicines optimisation 
card launched in community 
pharmacies this month – a joint 
project between Pfizer, the 
Royal Pharmaceutical Society 
(RPS), NPA and PSNC
to communicate pharmacists’ 
role in this area. “Basically, 
you can hardly see what it’s 
for,” he laments. “It doesn’t say 
‘pharmacy’ to me.”

Mr Birchall is visibly 
frustrated by this “missed 
opportunity” to promote a 
united vision of pharmacy 
to the public. “That was the 
perfect opportunity to use 
a brand for pharmacy. [The 
medicines optimisation card]
should have at least been under 
the Dispensing Health brand,” he 
highlights. “I don’t think  we’ve 
thought about it consistently.”

Better together

This issue of consistency is 
a long-standing bugbear for 
Mr Birchall. Part of pharmacy’s 
image problem is that the 
sector is “fragmented”, he says. 
He cites the sheer number of 



pharmacy bodies as evidence of 
this problem. “I think the work 
of Pharmacy Voice is great – I 
think they’re doing good work, 
as is the RPS, but it’s all over 
the place,” he argues. GPs, on 
the other hand, have a “united 
voice”, which Mr Birchall 
believes has helped them gain 
more clout with politicians and 
commissioners. He stresses that 
pharmacy leaders need to start 
thinking of the profession as 
a brand and apply themselves 
accordingly. “My point is that 
when brands diversify too much, 
they lose brand value, and 
narrowing the focus is proven 
time and time again to increase 
the strength of the brand,” he 
says.

This consistency needs to 
be at a grassroots level as 
well, Mr Birchall stresses. 
If  pharmacists are to reach 
their goal of being perceived 
as clinicians over shopkeepers, 
their businesses need to 
promote this image to the 
public. Mr Birchall practises 
what he preaches – as the 
marketing director at the 
MedicX chain of pharmacies 
he has positioned them very 

much as providers of clinical 
services with a select retail 
offering. This isn’t the case 
across the board, though. 
He points to the Celebrity 
Slim products – a meal 
replacement plan launched 
by Kim Kardashian and sold 
exclusively in Rowlands – as 
an example of commercialism 
trumping professionalism. 
“What has weight loss got 
to do with celebrities?” he 

asks incredulously. In his 
opinion, pharmacy should take 
a more clinical approach to 
weight management. “Should 
we be selling all types of 
powder like Celebrity Slim, or 
promoting a healthy lifestyle, 
a balanced diet and exercise?” 
he asks. Mr Birchall is clear 
he doesn’t want to single out 
Rowlands for criticism – he 
has seen many dubious products 
on sale in pharmacies, even 
cigarettes. This only serves 
to undermine pharmacists as 
healthcare professionals. “To 
an extent, the brand is the 
patient experience. I think 
some pharmacists are letting 
down the profession in terms of 
standards,” he argues.

The bottom line

The counter-argument is 
that pharmacists need to 
sell this merchandise in 
order to make ends meet. At 
a time when NHS funding is 
dwindling, it’s arguably a 
powerful one. But Mr Birchall 
believes that, if pharmacies 
adopt these principles on a 
large scale, more money for 
services will follow. “We’re 



all sat here thinking, why 
won’t commissioners engage with 
us? Well, these people are the 
public. They have to go into 
pharmacies and their experience 
has been going into a shop,” he 
stresses. “When they’re thinking, 
‘Should I commission this 
anticoagulation clinic?’, they 
will think, ‘How
can I commission that from a 
shop?’.”

This is the fundamental reason 
why Mr. Birchall believes 
creating a formal brand for 
pharmacy will give the sector 
an edge. It marks uncharted 
territory for the healthcare 
sector, he points out. “You 
can’t see [other professions] 
with branding and that’s where 
I think the opportunity for 
pharmacy lies,” he says.

This is where the work really 
begins for Mr. Birchall. His 
task over the next year is 
to come up with a branding 
strategy for pharmacy, which he 
plans to exhibit next September. 
Mr Birchall is keen to stress 
this will be “a lot more than 
a logo” – he will also have to 
come up with the core brand 

messages, which will take into 
account the sector’s desire to 
be seen as clinicians. But when 
it comes to a logo, he thinks 
it would be “wrong” not to base 
it on the green cross symbol. 
The trademark, officially 
established in 1984, ws cited 
by pharmacists and patients 
as being strongly associated 
with pharmacy in Mr Birchall’s 
research. “I suspect the visual 
identity will involve a cross 
and the colour green but there 
are infinite ways of using 
these things,” he says. 

Whatever the result, Mr Birchall 
stresses that his work will 
simply be a suggestion – any 
new brand will need the support 
of the entire profession. He 
also acknowledges that the 
fruits of branding may only be 
seen many years down the line. 
“The only way to change the 
population’s opinion is over 
two to three generations,” he 
admits.

Despite these challenges, he 
is clearly enthusiastic about 
the potential of the work. As 
Mr. Birchall says, pharmacy 
doesn’t suffer from a “lack 

of passion” – its problem is 
simply communicating this to 
the public. And it is up to both 
pharmacy leaders and grassroots 
pharmacists to better promote 
the profession. So next time 
you’re walking into your 
pharmacy, it is perhaps worth 
asking yourself what image it 
is projecting to the public. The 
answer may tell you a lot about 
your business and its future.

*Source: The Face of Pharmacy 
Survey 2014, 242 respondents



+ BUILD A PHARMACY BRAND



Whether you are aware of it or 
not, your pharmacy is already a 
brand. The people who know your 
pharmacy have a gut feeling 
about it. That gut feeling is 
the brand. 

Every aspect of your pharmacy 
contributes to the gut feeling 
people have, every day. This 
includes your premises, your 
pharmacy interior, the way you 
interact with patients, your 
services and products and your 
visual communications including 
digital. If enough people have 
the same, positive feeling about 
your pharmacy then you have a 
strong brand. The brand exists 
in the hearts and minds of 
those people. It is the people 
who create and own your brand 
not you.1

Don’t ask yourself how you 
can turn your pharmacy into a 
brand but how can you improve 
the feeling that people have 
about it and get the brand that 
already exists, working for you. 

You may wonder where to begin, 
so the remainder of this 
article provides some of the 
answers, but firstly it is 
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important to answer a different 
question…

Why?

The pressure is mounting on 
the pharmacy sector with ever 
decreasing gross margins as 
remuneration is squeezed and a 
shift in the focus of activity 
from dispensing to care, all 
while overheads are growing to 
manage spiraling workloads. We 
are all working harder to stay 
in the same place. It is clear 
that turning a good profit by 
providing good pharmaceutical 
care is not an easy way to make 
a living. 

Considering how your pharmacy 
is perceived as a brand can 
help.

All of the most successful 
companies in the world have 
very strong brands.2 This is not 
a coincidence. How did Apple 
create the desire in peoples’ 
minds to own its products? 
They built a superlative brand 
experience. How has Google 
become the third wealthiest 
company on the planet in 
just 16 years? It does what 



it promises to do very well. 
So well that its name has 
become a verb. Just ‘Google’ 
it. That is a powerful brand 
in peoples minds. While these 
are global corporations the 
benefits of focusing on the 
brand experience can help your 
business to be more successful 
too.

The value and usefulness of 
a strong brand lies in its 
ability to influence the 
purchasing behaviour of your 
customers and your potential 
customers.3 It gives people a 
reason to use your pharmacy 
rather than your competitor 
and encourages them to remain 
loyal to you. If you invest in 
your brand consistently, it can 
provide you with a sustainable 
competitive advantage.

The services that you offer are 
very similar if not identical 
to your competitors’ services. 
In all industries, competition 
has increased whilst technology 
and mass production have 
practically eliminated the 
differences that once existed 
between the products and 
services offered.4 If you manage 

to secure an advantage it will 
be short-lived. The market will 
catch up. Creating a distinctive 
brand experience can help you 
grow market share, command a 
premium for your services and 
ultimately grow your long-term 
profits.

Branding

If your brand exists in 
the minds (and guts) of your 
customers then how can you 
influence it? There are some 
key steps to take and if you 
follow them you can have a 
powerful impact on how people 
feel about your pharmacy. So 
where do you start?

1. Clarify what you are trying 
to achieve.

Start by answering the 
following questions: Who are 
you? Who needs to know? How 
will they find out? Why should 
they care? 

This might require some soul 
searching to fully crystalise 
what your business is all about. 
You may have already written 
down in concise terms what is 

it that you and your pharmacy 
aim to achieve and how you want 
to achieve it. If not, it is a 
good idea to invest the time 
in doing so. Try to collect 
your thoughts in the simplest 
possible terms. Define the 
messages that will help you 
express your aspirations to 
your customers. It’s not as easy 
as it sounds.

You should aim to identify your 
unique selling proposition i.e. 
what it is about your pharmacy 
that differentiates you from 
your competitors. What would 
you like your unique brand 
experience to be? Ask yourself 
honestly if there is a tangible 
reason why customers and 
prospects should choose your 
pharmacy rather than the next 
one along the street. If you 
can’t think of an answer then 
you may need to consider what 
you offer and how to create a 
point of difference.

Define what will create that 
gut feeling in the people 
you aim to reach. Is there 
something specific that your 
local population need or will 
relate to? Is there something 



about them that you know, that 
the large corporates don’t? 
You are more nimble and can 
position your pharmacy to 
appeal directly to the people 
in your area. Large national 
companies struggle to do that. 
You have the advantage. If you 
believe that pharmacies can 
and should become high street 
health centres then make sure 
that this is reflected in your 
thoughts. If you think that 
pharmacies should become spokes 
to a dispensing factory’s hub 
then include that. Just make 
sure that whatever you end up 
with is your own and something 
that you truly believe in. It 
is very difficult to deliver 
a brand experience that you 
are not committed to. Some 
people call this a vision. Some 
a mission statement. What you 
call it doesn’t matter but think 
hard. This is the most important 
element of your work on 
improving your pharmacy brand.

2. Understand how close you are 
in reality to achieving it.

Disciplined research is key to 
exploring the brand experience 
that you currently create. Try 

to see it through your customer 
eyes or better still, feel 
through your customers’ senses. 

Check how your pharmacy looks. 
Really look at it. Is it 
professional? Does it give the 
impression that you wish it to 
give? Will patients trust you 
to provide the latest clinical 
service if the retail area is 
full of bargin basement offers? 
How does it smell? Is it too 

hot or too cold? Don’t stop with 
what you can see. Experience 
is defined through all of the 
senses. Check your current 
visual identity. Is it fit for 
purpose? Does it communicate 
what your brand is all about? 
Review all of your marketing 
materials. What messages do they 
carry? Look at every sign, every 
sticker, every window display. 
Check your efficiency. What 
is the average waiting time 
for prescriptions? Is it the 
same when you are not in the 
pharmacy? How long does your 
driver spend on each delivery? 
Is that good or bad?

Take the time to speak to 
your employees, customers and 
suppliers, about how they what 
experiences they have when 
they come into contact with 
your pharmacy. You may want to 
use a survey to give you some 
more information to work with. 
Consider everything. Leave no 
stone unturned. When you have 
a clear understanding you can 
compare it with your ideas 
about what you want your brand 
to be. Identify the differences 
and you are ready to progress 
to the next step.



3. Putting it together and 
defining your branding strategy.

Use your imagination. What 
can you do to bridge the gap 
between the experience that 
you are currently delivering 
and the one that you want to 
deliver? How can you position 
your pharmacy to improve the 
brand experience? 

There are four main vectors6 
that you can work on when you 
are developing your branding 
strategy:

• Environment. How can 
you adjust your environment to 
provide the sensory experience 
and visual messages to create 
your brand experience? You 
may want to move premises or 
perhaps a decorative refresh is 
enough. You would be surprised 
at how far a modest budget can 
go when used carefully.

• Products and services. 
How can you adjust the 
ranging of both products and 
services to create your brand 
experience? You may want to 
introduce a new range of 
innovative services. Perhaps 

there are some that you should 
stop. Are any of your products 
or services sending the wrong 
message?

• Behaviour. 

This is your most powerful 
branding and marketing tool. How 
will your team need to behave 
to provide the brand experience 
that you want to offer? You may 
need a quantum leap in attitude 

or perhaps a small adjustment 
will do. You will need their 
help to improve your brand 
experience and they will need 
your help in understanding how 
to do that. Go on the journey 
together.

• Communication. 

How can you amend or refresh 
your visual identity to amplify 
your brand experience? How can 
you express your unique selling 
proposition across everything 
that you do? All of your 
materials should be consistent 
and carry the same messages. 
Do you need a new name? Does 
your website need redeveloping? 
Social media?

4. Taking action where it 
counts.

Implementing your strategy 
involves taking every 
opportunity from the moment 
a person comes into contact 
with your pharmacy to express 
why there is no other pharmacy 
quite like yours. These points 
of contact are known as brand 
touchpoints. The experience 
that people have when they 



engage with you at a brand 
touchpoint will contribute to 
how they feel overall about 
your pharmacy. The sum of all 
of the experiences that they 
have will create that gut 
feeling. It will create the 
brand. Think in detail about 
how to consistently create your 
brand experience at each brand 
touchpoints.
Rebel against anything that 
worsens your brand experience. 
Take immediate action to put it 
right.

5. Delivering a consistent and 
authentic brand experience.

Protect the investment your 
have made in your brand. 
Consistency is key in 
maintaining customers’ trust 
and loyalty. People are very 
good at spotting where there 
are contradictions in brand 
messages and it immediately 
breeds confusion and distrust. 
Devote time on an ongoing 
basis to managing your brand 
experience and it will pay 
dividends. Customers may forgive 
you once or even twice for a 
lack of consistency but they 
won’t forgive you for a lack of 

authenticity. Make sure that you 
deliver on your promises and 
don’t promise it if you can’t 
deliver it. Failure to deliver 
on a promise will lose customer 
trust and loyalty very quickly 
and you will have to work very 
hard to get it back.

Branding is not something that 
is ‘done’ as a discrete event. It 
is an ongoing, cyclical process, 
which should be part of your 

regular business planning. The 
world outside your four walls 
is constantly changing and 
the brand experience that you 
provide will need to change 
along with it to provide 
you with that sustainable 
competitive advantage.



+ THE POWER BRANDS



In the wake of Co-op Pharmacy’s 
rebrand, marketing experts 
appraise the four largest 
pharmacy names.

Last year provided a rare event 
in pharmacy branding. The third 
largest multiple – the Co-
operative Pharmacy – separated 
from its parent group and 
needed to come up with a whole 
new name. It was undoubtedly a 
mammoth task for a brand that 
was already deeply embedded in 
the public’s minds. When the new 
name Well was announced, the C+D 
team couldn’t help imagining 
the discussions behind the 
decision. Were they fuelled 
by the increasing focus on 
promoting ‘wellness’ rather than 
treating illness? Did the name 
intend to suggest the company 
did everything ‘well’? Or was it 
a happy accident – the manager 
asked the branding team about 
their new strategy and the 
answer was, “Well...”?

It turns out a great deal of 
thought went into the Well 
rebrand, as Harry Yeates, head 
of copy at the advertising 
agency behind the project, 
explains: it plays on the dual 
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meaning of well – either as a 
state of healthiness, or as  a 
source of water that promotes 
health. The explanation made 
C+D consider what messages the 
other pharmacy brands give to 
the public – and, according 
to marketing experts, they are 
intended to be very different.

The experts

Gavin Birchall: 

Director and founder of 
DOSE Design and Marketing, a 
healthcare design and marketing 
agency.

Phil Blackmore: 

Creative director at Create 
Marketing, a healthcare 
communications agency.

Harry Yeates: 

Head of copy at Langland, the 
advertising agency behind the 
Co-op / Well rebrand.



Boots

Heritage: Boots was founded in 
1849 by John Boot, who opened 
a small herbalist store in 
Nottingham.

Size: There are around 2,500 
stores in the UK.
Social mediA: Boots has been on 
Twitter since April 2012 and 
has 26,400 followers.

Gavin Birchall 

‘The established player’

‘The oldest and largest company 
has a nationally recognised 
brand that is very well 
managed and has been refreshed 
consistently over time. The 
strong blue colour is often 
associated with trust, strength 
and reliability, and the 
lozenge shape is immediately 
recognisable anywhere in the 
UK.’

Phil Blackmore 

‘A symbol of trust’

‘The oldest of the famous four, 
Boots has – from a visual 

perspective – stayed true to 
its roots, looking only to 
update the elements around 
its distinctive typeface. This 
is smart because it’s allowed 
it to transfer the trust and 
knowledge associated with 
its well-known livery across 
multiple generations. The use of 
blue is expected in this sector 
because of its calming, healing 
and practical properties.’

Harry Yeates 

‘Trades on legacy’

‘Boots must have a high level of 
brand recognition and trust, and 
I don’t think that is because 
of how it represents the brand 
in terms of colour and logo – 
it is about people growing up 
around it. It is true of all 
these pharmacy brands. They 
don’t build a promise into their 
brand, they trade on legacy and 
heritage. Pharmacies in Spain 
and France are thought out 
and feel like modern beauty 
departments; some Boots branches 
have that feel too.’

Rowlands Pharmacy

Heritage: The oldest multiple 
founded in 1810.

Size: Rowlands has more than 500 
pharmacies accross the UK.

Social media: The multiple 
joined Twitter in July 2010 and 
has accumulated 6,575 followers.

Gavin Birchall  

‘A challenger brand’



‘The smallest of the four 
employs a bold, contrasting 
orange and turquoise 
colour palette to help to 
differentiate it from its 
larger competitors. Orange is 
associated with optimism and 
warmth, while turquoise is 
often seen as refreshing. As 
a community - and high street 
- based esate with smaller 
pharmacies, it offers a small-
format branded experience. 
Rowlands was the first of the 
four large multiples to spot 
the emerging value of social 
media and joined Twitter almost 
six months ahead of Lloyds 
Pharmacy. It has a virbant 
online store promoting a range 
of offers. It is a determined 
challenger brand in the 
pharmacy space.’

Phil Blackmore  

‘A warmer feel’

‘Describing itself as the UK’s 
‘longest established’ chain of 
local community pharmacies’, 
Rowlands branding is the only 
one to introduce warmer, more 
vibrant colour. The use of 
orange helps it to stand out 

and illustrative first aid 
symbol makes the company feel 
family-focused. The logo might 
not be as simple as those of 
the competition, but it’s clear 
what it does.’

Lloyds Pharmacy

Heritage : A fairly new multiple, 
the first Lloydspharmacy opened 
in 1973 in Warwickshire.

Size: There are more than 1,500 
Lloydspharmacy branches in the 
UK.

Social media: Although a 
relative latecomer to Twitter 
in January 2011, it now has 
11,200 followers.

Gavin Birchall 

‘An evolving identity’

‘The visual identity has gone 
through a number of significant 
changes over recent years – 
particularly the colour palette 
– which presents a challenge to 
consistency. The green colour 
palette that Lloydspharmacy 
uses has been strongly 
associated with the pharmacy 
profession since the early 20th 
century. The introduction of the 
Royal Pharmaceutical Society 
green cross in 1984 provided 
the brand with a strong 
visual link to the profession. 
Green is also associated with 
health, nature and growth. The 
decision to move away from the 
traditional pestle and mortar 
symbol of medicine-making 
mirrors the changing role of 
the pharmacist.’



Phil Blackmore 

‘Professional and 
straightforward’

‘Using two colours and 
a sans serif font makes 
the Lloydspharmacy logo 
very professional and 
straightforward. It’s not trying 
too hard, and the use
of green feels medical and 
trustworthy. Including the word 
pharmacy within the brand name 
might make it long, but at least 
it tells you what it does.’

Harry Yeates 

‘Lloyds and Rowlands are 
conservative brands.’

‘There hasn’t really been an 
assessment among the [companies 
other than Well] about their 
position. Instead, they trade 
on trust and heritage. Because 
everything that has pushed 
pharmacy forward comes down 
to trust, the visual brands 
have not really been developed. 
I find the fact Lloyds and 
Rowlands have pharmacy 
written after them a little 
bit peculiar; as a brand, if 

you were growing, you could 
hopefully drop that. They use 
conservative palettes.’

Well

Heritage: It’s former 
incarnation, the Co-operative 
Pharmacy, was established 
in 1945. But Well is a very 
new brand, only coming into  
existence after Bestway bought 
the chain last year.

Size: The third largest multiple 
with 782 branches.

Social media: Due to the infancy 
of the brand, it has 275 
followers on Twitter.

Gavin Birchall 

‘An ambitious rebrand’

‘The aspriation to successfully 
rebrand the third largest 
pharmacy chain - formerly 
the Co-operative Pharmacy - 
is clear by the signficant 
investment in the programme. In 
its new incarnation as Well, the 
modern, bright and refreshing 
visual identity design for use 
across mulitple channels will 
help to build the brand over 
the coming years. While the 
company is still going through 
its transformation, it is not 
possible to say how it will 
eventually be receievd by the 
public and the profession.’

Phil Blackmore 

‘A departure from the norm’

‘This new shiny brand is a 
breath of fresh air. It feels 



build a connection. It is quirte 
well positioned and depends on 
how Bestway is carrying through 
the rebrand - if it does that 
well, it will be in a good 
position.’

approachable, clean and modern. 
The use of the first aid symbol 
clarifies the space this brand 
operates in, and also suggest 
the promise it offers - which 
is, ‘we’ll mkae you feel well’. As 
for the name, it’s the only one 
that isn’t the founder’s title - 
which could offer benefits once 
it becomes widely known.’

Harry Yeates 

‘Designed to make a connection’

‘This is the first time a 
pharmacy company has had an 
opportunity to change how it 
represents itself for a very 
long time. The company was 
able to develop a modern brand 
around a proposition that 
has been the same for around 
100 years. We’re an ad agency, 
so we have to try and think 
about ideas rather than just 
a logo, name and colour - the 
work you do should deliver 
the proposition. Well contains 
a suggestion of wellness and 
health; there is the idea of 
going to a well. If you can put 
some depth into the idea, it 
tends to work out and you’re 
more likley to catch people and 



+ TOO MANY CHIEF EXECS?



Is pharmacy’s vast number of 
representative bodies holding 
the profession back?

How many pharmacy bodies do 
we need? It’s a tough question. 
The sector has so many actions 
and interests that it is 
tricky to quantify the ideal 
amount of representation. But 
whatever your thoughts on the 
right number, it is unlikely 
to match the multitude of 
pharmacy bodies in existence. 
From the larger bodies such 
as the Royal Pharmaceutical 
Society (RPS) and the NPA to 
smaller organisations such as 
the Association of Independent 
Multiple Pharmacies (AIMp), 
their sheer number can be 
overwhelming.

As a result, the validity of 
these organisations has been 
called into question. More 
than 90 per cent of 116 C+D 
readers said there were too 
many pharmacy bodies in a poll 
that ran from July 3 to 7. 
And there are signs that the 
representatives in question 
see their point – in April 
this year, the NPA and the 
Independent Pharmacy Federation 
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(IPF) merged to form a single 
body representing the interests 
of independent pharmacies. 
The move made sense. Joining 
together two bodies with 
similar remits and interests 
could only make their voices 
stronger. It made so much sense, 
in fact, that it raised the 
issue of whether other pharmacy 
bodies were collaborating as 
much as they should be.

Lack of a ‘master brand’

For Gavin Birchall, director 
of healthcare design and 
marketing company Dose, the 
answer is no. He is worried 
that the pharmacy profession 
is becoming “overshadowed” by 
the “bewildering number” of 
representative bodies. This 
plethora of organisations can 
hinder the sector’s progress 
rather than enhance it, he says.

Mr Birchall explains that 
pharmacy can be thought of 
as a brand. Therefore, it 
needs what he calls a “master 
brand”. He cites the example 
of Nurofen. It encompasses a 
number of smaller sub-divisions 
– Nurofen Plus, Nurofen Express, 



Nurofen Migrane, Nurofen Fast 
Penetration Gel, the list goes 
on – but all of these are 
clearly connected to the master 
brand of Nurofen. He fears that 
pharmacy has failed to spend 
enough time promoting its 
master brand – the profession 
itself, in other words.

This is particularly damaging 
when someone from outside the 
sector looks in – commissioners, 
for example, or politicians. 
“Who does NHS England turn to 
if it wants to do business with 
the pharmacy profession?” Mr 
Birchall asks. 

The “uncontrolled” growth of 
pharmacy’s representative bodies 
has made it “impossible to do 
business with”, Mr Birchall 
argues. There are too many 
bodies all pushing for similar 
aims – albeit for slightly 
different groups within the 
profession – which he sees as a 
waste of effort. 
Bill Beeby, vice-chair of the 
British Medical Association’s 
clinical and prescribing 
committee, is evidence that 
there is substance behind 
these fears. To GPs like him, 

negotiating with pharmacy 
organisations is “very 
confusing” and it can be 
“difficult” to understand where 
one body’s remit ends and the 
next begins. 

In the face of this confusion, 
Dose’s Mr Birchall believes 
Boots has unofficially 
become the main pharmacy 
representative body. The 
multiple is undeniably a large 

part of the pharmacy brand: it 
has more than 2,500 outlets in 
the UK – nearly a fifth of the 
total number of pharmacies – 
and, in 2013, spent more on UK 
advertising than Samsung, Apple, 
Coca-Cola or HSBC. 

This makes the multiple’s 
influence more important than 
it should be, Mr Birchall 
says. “I am confident that the 
politicians and commissioners 
that our representative bodies 
seek to influence have more 
interactions with Boots staff 
each year than with the leaders 
of the bodies,” Mr Birchall 
argues. It’s a bold statement, 
but perhaps not too far-fetched 
considering health secretary 
Jeremy Hunt failed to meet with 
any pharmacy bodies during his 
first six months in office. 

Mr Birchall believes the 
solution to the problem 
lies in reducing the number 
of pharmacy bodies. Simply 
consolidating those that 
overlap would work wonders, 
he argues. “Branding theory 
suggests that contraction of 
the representative bodies 
would strengthen and focus our 



representation,” he says. “It 
would simplify the process for 
NHS England at a national level 
and possibly even increase 
the chance of nationally 
commissioned services.” 

So could it really be that 
easy? Could simply reducing 
the number of pharmacy bodies 
make way for a greater role for 
pharmacy?

Different needs, different 
bodies

Fin McCaul, chair of the IPF 
until it was subsumed into the 
NPA, believes the situation 
is more complex. Granted, he 
followed the principles of 
consolidation in that merger. 
But he believes the complexity 
of the sector requires a large 
number of pharmacy bodies, each 
of which has a distinct role.

“We absolutely need to 
differentiate,” he stresses. “We 
need a professional body to 
understand what we should be 
doing professionally; we need 
a trade body to understand the 
right way commercially; we need 
a negotiator separate to that; 

and we need an inspectorate.”
This year’s battle around cuts 
to funding for small pharmacies 
is a prime example of how 
certain issues only affect 
certain corners of the sector, 
Mr McCaul says. “That’s really 
only hit independents,” he 
stresses.
 
This makes it vital for this 
faction of pharmacy to have a 
distinct voice – as he points 

out, the Company Chemists’ 
Association is unlikely to have 
a “real view” on the issue 
because it represents multiples 
exclusively. For this reason, 
Mr McCaul is against a cull 
of pharmacy bodies. Instead, 
he believes the sector should 
concentrate on getting the host 
of professional organisations 
to sign up to an “agreed 
vision”.

Representative bodies often 
have very few differences of 
opinion between them, but they 
need to “tie down the detail” 
of how they feel pharmacy will 
develop, he says. This could be 
by penning a document similar 
to the IPF and NPA’s manifesto 
for independent pharmacies in 
2013. Setting these common goals 
could herald the start of more 
co-operation – and, crucially, 
present a united voice to the 
NHS.

This is particularly important 
at a time of turmoil in 
the health service, says Mr 
McCaul. “The NHS is really 
challenged,” he explains. 
The Five Year Forward View 
strategy document called for 



“something different” to tackle 
the problems – and that just 
might be pharmacy. “Pharmacy 
has to come together and offer 
something different, and in a 
united way work towards it,” he 
stresses.

Conflict of interest

This concept of a united 
vision lies at the crux of the 
matter. Amish Patel, owner of 
Hodgson Pharmacy, Kent, says the 
problem is not the number of 
pharmacy bodies, but their often 
“conflicting” messages. “On more 
recent topics, Pharmacy Voice 
has had a slightly different 
opinion to the RPS. It’s just 
having that continuity and 
unity of voice,” he tells C+D.
Mr Patel believes pharmacy 
bodies should discuss issues 
together before voicing their 
views so any publications are 
a “completely unanimous, joint 
decision”. This cohesion would 
lead to a stronger sector and, 
ultimately, more clout with 
commissioners, he says. He 
suggests pharmacists should 
look to the way GPs operate. 
“GPs have more bodies than we 
do, but at the same time they 

stand stronger together, and we 
don’t seem to do that.”

Dr Beeby has an inside view on 
how GP representative bodies 
work. Although they do “tread on 
each other’s toes” occasionally, 
he says their relationship is 
ultimately complementary. 

The groups maintain this 
relationship with regular 
meetings, which ensure that 

– if there are differences 
on a particular issue – 
disagreements are picked up 
early. “And if there are no 
differences, we make sure we 
agree the hymn sheet,” he says. 
“Because it’s difficult, you 
don’t want to give out confusing 
messages.”

Light at the end of the tunnel?

There are glimmers of hope 
that this could happen in 
pharmacy. Rekha Shah, chief 
executive of Kensington, 
Chelsea and Westminster LPC, 
admits she has been “fearful” 
that pharmacy bodies were not 
speaking with one voice in the 
past – instead going off on 
their own “tangents”. But she 
feels that they have started 
“working together a lot more”. 
“That’s how it should be,” she 
says. There have been clear 
signs of improvement. PSNC, 
Pharmacy Voice, the RPS and 
others are working together 
with the Health and Social Care 
Information Centre, for example, 
to ensure the rollout of the 
summary care record to all 
pharmacies in the UK. 



So, it seems cohesion is 
starting to take place. It is 
undoubtedly a step in the right 
direction. But at a time when 
there is still all to play for 
in the new NHS environment, 
pharmacy bodies need to step 
up the pace of change. Pharmacy 
must speak as a united voice 
to be heard, and creating that 
united voice is something that 
needs to happen sooner rather 
than later.









‘Visual identity and branding techniques have now 
been applied to a very wide range of entities, 

from individuals to countries and multi-national 
corporations to interplanetary exploration. 

Professions appear to have been 
largely by-passed in this context.’



 + PRIMARY RESEARCH

A new line of enquiry



The pharmaceutical packaging 

aesthetic has been dominated 

by the modernist style 

also referred to as the 

International Typographic 

Style or Swiss Style being 

closely related to the 

Bauhaus movement. This 50 

year plus design habit may 

be challenging to break if 

it is beneficial to do so.

+ SWISS STYLE



BACKGROUNDFollowing extensive literature and contextual reviews during the later part of 2013 and the early part of 2014 it was clear that very little 

research had been carried out relating to the visual identity of the pharmacy profession and the brand characteristics that any such identity 

should represent. Furthermore, very limited research into the visual identity and brand characteristics of any healthcare profession has been 

carried out.

Visual identity and the messages that they convey about the organisation or body that they represent have become increasingly important over 

the past half-century and are now ubiquitous across the globe. The techniques used have now been applied to a very wide range of entities from 

individuals to countries and multi-national corporations to interplanetary exploration. Professions appear to have been largely by-passed in this 

context.

A new line of enquiry for the Face Of Pharmacy Project was identified.

With the lack of secondary and tertiary research upon which to base the development of a conceptual visual identity for the pharmacy profession, it 

was necessary to gather new evidence through a process of primary research. The views of a representative group of pharmacy professionals in the UK 

were sought through a survey relating to the visual identity and brand characteristics of their profession.

Both qualitative (12, one-to-one, stakeholder interviews with industry leaders) and quantitative (242 responses to an online survey open to all) data 

was gathered and analysed. In addition a Vox Pop was filmed by Chemist and Druggist Magazine in Covent Garden to gather public views. http://www.

thefaceofpharmacy.com/the-face-of-pharmacy---media.html. Four areas of enquiry were assessed: Demographic, Stakeholder Awareness, Visual Identity and 

Promotion. A full set of results follow.

The vast majority of respondents did not recognise a single professional pharmacy brand and were dissatisfied with the way in which the pharmacy 

profession promoted itself. Since the development of mass manufactured medicines the pharmacy profession appears to lack a strong internal identity 

and an unintended alternative has developed in the vacuum.

The results of this research provided significant evidence upon which to begin the development of a conceptual visual identity for the pharmacy 

profession and confirmed that any such replacement must build upon and evolve the established pharmacy cross symbol while communicating the 

expanding role of the pharmacist.
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A project website was 

created to inform interested 

people about the origins and 

objectives of the project 

and hosted The Face Of 

Pharmacy Survey.

www.thefaceofpharmacy.com 

+ ONLINE SURVEY
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54%

92%
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Source: The Face Of Pharmacy Survey, 2014©The Face Of Pharmacy @faceofpharmacy

Two Hundred and Forty 
Two Respondents

Survey
Results Summary
2014

Sector specific:

Of the respondents:

A standard bell curve distribution of age groups repsonded with 27% being 35 - 44 years.

77% were pharmacists and 73% were part 
of a front line pharmacy team caring 
directly for patients.

58% were from community pharmacy and
all defined sectors were represented.

KEEP OUT OF RETAILER’S REACH

Public awareness 86%

86% rate the public’s awareness 
of a pharmacy brand as poor and 

percieve a strong relationship 
with ‘toiletries’ and ‘beauty’.

FofPh Survey  2014 FofPh Survey  2014

KEEP OUT OF RETAILER’S REACH

Shopkeepers 85%

85% believe the public percieve
pharmacists as ‘shopkeepers’
while 94% would like to be

percieved as ‘clinicians’.
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FofPh Survey    2014

KEEP OUT OF RETAILER’S REACH

Top 5 Brand Keywords

Responsdents who percieve a strong association.

1  Medicines 99%
2  Advice  98%
3  Healthcare  95%

FofPh Survey    2014

KEEP OUT OF RETAILER’S REACH

Pharmacy campaigns

53%
of respondents consider the ‘Ask Your Pharmacist’ 

campaign to receive strong recognition 
by the public.

FofPh Survey    2014

KEEP OUT OF RETAILER’S REACH

Commercial vs healthcare

10% of respondents felt that the profession 
should be associated with a ‘commercial’ 

message while 93%felt that it should 
be associted with a

‘healthcare message’.

Percent of repsondents
perceieve a ‘strong’ or 
‘very strong’association 
with the colour green.

THE CROSS

92%

INTERNATIONAL | HEALTHCARE

ASSOCIATION

92% percieved the cross to have 
a strong association with pharmacy.

THE PESTLE

93%

HISTORICAL | COMPOUNDING

AND MORTAR

ASSOCIATION

93% percieved the pestle and mortar to 
have a strong association with pharmacy.

98% feel that ‘pharmacy teams’ are an important brand stakeholder.

88% feel that ‘national press’ and 85% feel that 
‘experiential’ are important communication
channels for the pharmacy brand.

70% feel that ‘local press’ and 67% feel that 
a ‘website’ are important communication
channels for the pharmacy brand.

97% feel that ‘the public’ are an important brand stakeholder.

98%

97%
97% feel that ‘healthcare professionals’ are an important brand stakeholder.

97%
93% feel that ‘the media’ are an important brand stakeholder.

93%
92% feel that ‘healthcare commissioners’ are an important brand stakeholder.

92%
75% feel that ‘politicians’ are an important brand stakeholder.

75%

88/85

70/67

54%
think that it would be

beneficial to look to 

the past for inspiration

for the brand. 

14%
were ‘satisfied’ or ‘very

satisfied with the way

in which the profession

currently promotes

itself. 

90%
think that a consistent

visual identity would

 be ‘beneficial’ or ‘very

beneficial’ in terms

of promoting the

profession. 

92%
feel that a national

marketing campaign

would be ‘beneficial’

or ‘very beneficial’. 

Pharmacy Brand:

It should stand for high    
quality, trusted and accessible 
expertise and professionalism   

    in pharmaceutical
care.

Key brand message:   
Pharmacists are the caring,medicines experts and your first  port of call when you are 
concerned about your health

and wellbeing.

Brand aim:
To create an instantly recognisable    
identity that is a kite mark of what   
the brand stands for, promotes the  
profession’s contribution, redefines    
the clinical role of a pharmacist 
and unites the entire profession.

81% feel that ‘advertising’ and 79% feel that 
‘social media’ are important communication
channels for the pharmacy brand.

81/79
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‘During the hour, a heated and passionate debate 
broke out, questioning the value of marketing itself 
and highlighting the divided nature of the pharmacy 

profession once again.



 + CONTINUING THE DEBATE

Taking the debate to the people



@FaceOfPharmacy has become a leading 
pharmacy Twitter feed with over 1,500 
followers across the globe and a high 

level of social authority.



@FaceOfPharmacy has become 
a leading ‘pharmacy’ Twitter 
feed with over 1,500 followers 
accross the globe and a high 
level of authority.

The very rapid increase in 
follower numbers outpaced the 
growth of many twitter feeds 
belonging to the official 
representative bodies within 
the profession.

However the aim of the feed was 
not to challenge or undermine 
the people working hard to 
promote the pharmacy profession. 
Indeed it was intended to be a 
professional to professional 
feed appealing to those with 
an interest in the brand of 
pharmacy.

BACKGROUND



wepharmacists   *RIGHT THEN 
#WePh!* It’s 8pm, so time to 
start our chat on the #pharmacy 
brand: say hi if you’re out 
there please!
Thu Sep 11 20:00:47 PDT 2014

aptaim   Hi! I’m James, 
pharmacist in GP practice & 
community services - & those 
two sectors are never talked 
about! Branding important...
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:01:46 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   #WePh Kev. A 
good egg hospital pharmacist
Thu Sep 11 20:02:09 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @WePharmacists hi 
guys. Looking forward to this 
one. Been a while #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:02:20 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   #WePh Hi from 
a hospital bod - not really 
with it tonight - for all the 

best reasons :-) @WePharmacists
Thu Sep 11 20:02:24 PDT 2014

rsharmapharma   RT @aptaim: 
Hi! I’m James, pharmacist in GP 
practice & community services 
- & those two sectors are 
never talked about! Branding 
important…
Thu Sep 11 20:02:37 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Thanks for 
joining - expect much from 
you tonight! RT @KevPharmacist: 
#WePh Kev. A good egg hospital  
pharmacist
Thu Sep 11 20:02:42 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Great to have 
you, thanks! RT @asafdar1: hi 
guys. Looking forward to this 
one. Been a while #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:03:03 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   Welcome to the 
#weph #branding chat. One hour. 
Five questions. Your opinions. 
Do you agree with this quote?   
http://t.co/yvASrsCpO7
Thu Sep 11 20:03:45 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Ha! Glad you’re 
here! RT @HospChiefPharm: #WePh 
Hi from a hospital bod - not 
really with it tonight - for 

all the best reasons  :-)
Thu Sep 11 20:03:46 PDT 2014

marycevans1   Hi tweeting from 
Vienna #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:03:52 PDT 2014

clairewynn   #weph evening I’m 
Claire an academic pharmacist 
an educator and a  researcher
Thu Sep 11 20:04:04 PDT 2014

pharmrj   RT @HospChiefPharm: .@
WePharmacists Really not sure 
if want to play tonight :-) 
Holibobs from tomorrow so a bit 
out of work mode! (SPM’s to…
Thu Sep 11 20:04:07 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Tonight’s 
chat is being hosted by @
FaceofPharmacy – so it’s all 
over to him now please! (& don’t 
forget the hashtag!) #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:04:20 PDT 2014

clairewynn   RT @FaceOfPharmacy: 
Welcome to the #weph #branding 
chat. One hour. Five questions. 
Your opinions. Do you agree with 
this quote? http://t.co…
Thu Sep 11 20:04:36 PDT 2014

THE CHAT





asafdar1   @WePharmacists 
hospital pharmacist. NHS 
clinical Leader who spent a 
yr persuading HCPs that their 
stereotypes were wrong abt 
pharmacy #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:04:39 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   *FABULOUS* 
dedication! Glad you’re joining 
us (& jealous of location!) RT @
MaryCEvans1: Hi tweeting from 
Vienna #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:04:57 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Great, thanks: 
look forward to your thoughts! 
RT @Clairewynn: #weph evening 
I’m Claire an academic 
pharmacist an educator and a 
researcher
Thu Sep 11 20:05:21 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @
FaceOfPharmacy: Welcome to the 
#weph #branding chat. One hour. 
Five questions. Your opinions. 
Do you agree with this quote? 
http://t.co…
Thu Sep 11 20:05:27 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   @MaryCEvans1 
Extreme (beyond call of duty) 
Tweeting!  #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:05:30 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   Question 
one coming up in a couple of 
minutes... #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:06:22 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy @
WePharmacists what is our 
image? Grey coat walking in 
street invisible to everyone as 
in background? #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:06:34 PDT 2014

clairewynn   @FaceOfPharmacy 
who are you? #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:06:36 PDT 2014

aptaim   Agreed #WePh: 
#pharmacy often talks about 
image - shopkeeper or clinican, 
dispensary or patient-care. 
Needs clarity. @FaceOfPharmacy
Thu Sep 11 20:06:50 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @
FaceOfPharmacy: Question one 
coming up in a couple of 
minutes... #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:07:00 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @aptaim: 
Agreed #WePh: #pharmacy often 
talks about image - shopkeeper 
or clinican, dispensary or 
patient-care. Needs clarity.

wepharmacists   RT @asafdar1: 
@FaceOfPharmacy what is our 
image? Grey coat walking in 
street invisible to everyone as 
in background? #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:07:19 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   Hi it’s Chris, 
tweeting from a beach in 
Bermnuda! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:07:36 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @Clairewynn 
Great question. Pharmacist. 
Operator. Designer. Academic. 
Superintendent. Etc. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:07:36 PDT 2014

asafdarl   RT @aptaim: Agreed 
#WePh: #pharmacy often talks 
about image - shopkeeper or 
clinican, dispensary or patient-
care. Needs clarity. @FaceOfPh…
Thu Sep 11 20:07:42 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
you’re assuming all pharmacists 
share the same public image. 
Significant differences #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:07:47 PDT 2014



wepharmacists   RT @
FaceOfPharmacy: @Clairewynn 
Great question. Pharmacist. 
Operator. Designer. Academic. 
Superintendent. Etc. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:07:53 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
Probably look at yesterdays 
survey of names - group of 
Pharmacists! from Pedant to 
Dossette! #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:08:10 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright   #weph Hello @
WePharmacists - looking forward 
to the chat
Thu Sep 11 20:08:15 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Fair. What’s 
hospital’s? RT @KevPharmacist: 
you’re assuming all pharmacists 
share the same public image. 
Significant differences #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:08:24 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
Plus I’d say the brand of 
Pharmacists and the brand of 
pharmacy different #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:08:34 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Yes! MT @
HospChiefPharm: @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy look at 
yesterdays survey of names 
- group of Pharmacists! from 
Pedant to Dossette! #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:08:47 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @KevPharmacist @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
not assuming anything. Just 
putting it out there. Pts often 
don’t notice the pharmacist 
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:08:52 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @KevPharmacist 
@asafdar1 @WePharmacists how do 
they differ? #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:09:01 PDT 2014
 
wepharmacists   Glad you’re 
here: welcome your thoughts 
on this from publication 
perspective RT @Mr_Matt_Wright: 
#weph Hello - looking forward 
to the chat
Thu Sep 11 20:09:30 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @asafdar1 @
KevPharmacist @WePharmacists 
why are we easily ignored?  
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:09:50 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @FaceOfPharmacy 
@WePharmacists I’d hate to 
brand myself as a shop you 
buy cosmetics, homeopathy and 
e-cigarettes in.... #WePh
#FlameBait
Thu Sep 11 20:09:59 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   *BOOM!* @
DrChrisGreen straight in the 
naughty corner for no hashtag... 
;) #weph http://t.co/4nkWGURHAk
Thu Sep 11 20:10:20 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy @
KevPharmacist @WePharmacists 
good question! Fundamental 
to our image or brand. 
Differentiation of brand?
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:10:30 PDT 2014

ukpharmacist RT @FaceOfPharmacy: 
Welcome to the #weph #branding 
chat. One hour. Five questions. 
Your opinions. Do you agree with 
this quote? http://t.co…
Thu Sep 11 20:10:31 PDT 2014

clairewynn   #WePh is it 
because the pharmacist hides 
away?
Thu Sep 11 20:10:31 PDT 2014



faceofpharmacy   Question one: 
Will the #pharmacy profession 
survive and thrive without a 
strong #brand? #weph http://t.co/
nq9mwYH6of
Thu Sep 11 20:11:00 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Fair? RT @
KevPharmacist: I’d say the brand 
of Pharmacists and the brand of 
pharmacy different #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:11:09 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT @
FaceOfPharmacy: Question one: 
Will the #pharmacy profession 
survive and thrive without a 
strong #brand? #weph http://t.co/
nq9mwYH6of
Thu Sep 11 20:11:23 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy @
KevPharmacist @WePharmacists 
in hosp because many check 
charts & run away. So many HCPs   
confuse patients #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:11:45 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @Clairewynn: 
#WePh is it because the 
pharmacist hides away?
Thu Sep 11 20:11:47 PDT 2014

geoffsau   @WePharmacists #weph 
hi got distracted waiting but 

here now! Hospital pharmacist 
and education and training   
lead
Thu Sep 11 20:11:54 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Hello! Glad you 
made it! RT @geoffsau: #weph hi 
got distracted waiting but here 
now! Hospital pharmacist and 
education and training lead
Thu Sep 11 20:12:17 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @Clairewynn 
Results will be out early 
October. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:12:24 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright   #weph Are 
#pharmacists being vocal about 
their role and input when they 
talk to patients? Are people 
leaving hosp or CP with new 
awareness?
Thu Sep 11 20:12:26 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy @
KevPharmacist @WePharmacists in 
community because we are the 
bobbing heads in the backroom 
doing Rxs #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:12:39 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @WePharmacists I 
mean Lol! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:12:53 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   [Face of 
Pharmacy survey] RT @
FaceOfPharmacy: @Clairewynn 
Results will be out early 
October. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:12:54 PDT 2014

marycevans1   @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy @KevPharmacist @
WePharmacists no future if we 
don’t engage pts #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:13:14 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @WePharmacists @
KevPharmacist yup. Pharmacy 
doesn’t equal pharmacists #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:13:17 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @asafdar1 @
KevPharmacist @WePharmacists 
Tricky to project a brand when 
you don’t have a relationship?   
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:13:25 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
In hospital, we’re at the 
bedside. #WePh Explaining why 
FY1 hasn’t written the TTO yet...
Thu Sep 11 20:13:49 PDT 2014



wepharmacists   Don’t forget - 
questions & chat tonight coming 
from @FaceOfPharmacy - follow 
him & the #WePh hashtag to get  
involved.
Thu Sep 11 20:13:52 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy @
KevPharmacist @WePharmacists 
difficult to project a brand 
when you don’t have a clear 
identity IMHO #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:14:06 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT @MaryCEvans1: 
no future if we don’t engage pts  
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:14:10 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @asafdar1: 
in community because we are the 
bobbing heads in the backroom 
doing Rxs #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:14:25 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @Mr_Matt_
Wright: #weph Are #pharmacists 
being vocal about their role 
and input when they talk to 
patients? Are people leaving 
hosp or CP…
Thu Sep 11 20:14:35 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @FaceOfPharmacy 
@asafdar1 @WePharmacists 

plus multiple “customers” - 
commissioners, GPs, managers. 
#WePh Oh and patients.
Thu Sep 11 20:14:45 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy  RT @MaryCEvans1: 
@asafdar1 @FaceOfPharmacy @
KevPharmacist @WePharmacists no 
future if we don’t engage pts 
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:14:53 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @asafdar1: in 
hosp because many check charts 
& run away. So many HCPs confuse 
patients #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:14:56 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @KevPharmacist @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
maybe but anyone can do that. 
Patient won’t remember who we 
are #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:14:58 PDT 2014

asafdarl   RT @KevPharmacist: 
@FaceOfPharmacy @asafdar1 @
WePharmacists plus multiple 
“customers” - commissioners, 
GPs, managers. #WePh Oh and 
patien…
Thu Sep 11 20:15:17 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @asafdar1 @
KevPharmacist @WePharmacists 

So how do you describe our 
identity? What is common to all 
pharmacists? #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:15:22 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @WePharmacists 
@asafdar1 Yeah, people assume 
hospital pharmacists are 
another variety of doctor....   
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:15:35 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   For our younger 
colleagues, here’s said Mates 
advert! #weph https://t.co/
GCKeYhIXed …
Thu Sep 11 20:15:41 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   *GOOD* Q! RT @
FaceOfPharmacy: So how do you 
describe our identity? What 
is common to all pharmacists?   
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:15:44 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy 
sorry Q1: No #WePh
Thu Sep 11 12:15:45 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @asafdar1 Ha. 
Thank-you. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:16:17 PDT 2014



+ QUESTION ONE





aptaim   +1: otherwise subject 
to yet more divide & rule RT @
asafdar1: @FaceOfPharmacy sorry 
Q1: No #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:16:32 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   Question two 
coming up soon... #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:16:35 PDT 2014

wemidwives   chatting NOW are 
both @WeNurses via #WeNurses 
AND @WePharmacists via #WePH 
listen, lurk, learn or share...but 
don’t miss!
Thu Sep 11 20:16:38 PDT 2014

wecommissioners chatting 
NOW are both @WeNurses via 
#WeNurses AND @WePharmacists 
via #WePH listen, lurk, learn or 
share...but don’t miss!
Thu Sep 11 20:16:38 PDT 2014

weschoolnurses   chatting 
NOW are both @WeNurses via 
#WeNurses AND @WePharmacists 
via #WePH listen, lurk, learn or 
share...but don’t miss!
Thu Sep 11 20:16:38 PDT 2014

weparamedics   chatting NOW are 
both @WeNurses via #WeNurses 
AND @WePharmacists via #WePH 
listen, lurk, learn or share...but 

don’t miss!
Thu Sep 11 20:16:38 PDT 2014

marycevans1   @Mr_Matt_Wright 
in hosp pts see many people . 
Pharm need to ensure pt knows 
who they are and what they are 
adding to pts outcome #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:16:39 PDT 2014

ukpharmacist RT @FaceOfPharmacy: 
Question two coming up soon... 
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:16:42 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy @
KevPharmacist @WePharmacists 
understanding of medicines & 
pharmacokinetics. That’s what I 
tell my trainees anyway #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:16:43 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright   @asafdar1 @
WePharmacists @KevPharmacist 
Agree. Pharmacy brand 
not=to pharmacist brand 
not=to personal brand, eg 
JoePharmacistPlc® #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:17:09 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @asafdar1 @
KevPharmacist @WePharmacists 
There is common ground and 
our brand must represent that.  
#weph

Thu Sep 11 20:17:14 PDT 2014
jo_ringer   Pharmacy is 
definitely respected. Needs to 
be seen as useful as well. Most 
people don’t get what we can do 
to help.   #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:17:16 PDT 2014

pillmanuk   @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy but need 
substance as well as brand. 
Hopefully 1st will inform 2nd  
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:17:17 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @WePharmacists 
#weph I’m not sure we really try 
to market or brand ourselves 
- therein lies the root of the 
problem. we just beaver away!
Thu Sep 11 20:17:18 PDT 2014

pambahia1   @WePharmacists 
hello! Pam Bahia; hospital 
Pharmacy Tech be jumping in and 
out of chat tonight! :) #Weph
Thu Sep 11 20:17:22 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   @
FaceOfPharmacy Does it need a 
brand - or a proper purpose! or 
clear funtion around MO!  #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:17:29 PDT 2014



asafdar1   @KevPharmacist @
WePharmacists that’s my point! 
Pseudo doctors, bit like nurses 
re TTOs...#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:17:37 PDT 2014

aptaim   Common to all 
pharmacists? Very tough 
question: professionalism, 
caring, good communicators?  
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:17:43 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Hurrah! RT @
PamBahia1: hello! Pam Bahia; 
hospital Pharmacy Tech be 
jumping in and out of chat 
tonight! :) #Weph
Thu Sep 11 20:18:01 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   Question two: 
What is good or bad about the 
way the #pharmacy profession 
currently promotes itself? 
#weph http://t.co/kQailyAIqk
Thu Sep 11 20:18:12 PDT 2014

ryanpharmilton   @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy Agree. Think we 
need a USP (or multiple) as a 
brand? #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:18:17 PDT 2014

asafdar1   RT @Mr_Matt_Wright: 
@asafdar1 @WePharmacists @

KevPharmacist Agree. Pharmacy 
brand not=to pharmacist brand 
not=to personal brand, eg 
JoePhar…
Thu Sep 11 20:18:22 PDT 2014

asafdar1   RT @FaceOfPharmacy: 
@asafdar1 @KevPharmacist @
WePharmacists There is common 
ground and our brand must 
represent that. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:18:29 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @MaryCEvans1: 
@Mr_Matt_Wright in hosp pts 
see many people . Pharm need to 
ensure pt knows who they are 
and what they are adding to pts 
o…
Thu Sep 11 20:18:44 PDT 2014

geoffsau   @aptaim #weph safety 
and quality in medicines  
management
Thu Sep 11 20:18:49 PDT 2014

marycevans1   RT @pillmanuk: @
asafdar1 @FaceOfPharmacy but 
need substance as well as brand. 
Hopefully 1st will inform 2nd   
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:18:50 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright   @DrChrisGreen 
@WePharmacists #weph Scope for 

departments to offer training 
on how to approach patients, 
explain the work of the pcy 
service?
Thu Sep 11 20:19:02 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @pillmanuk @
asafdar1 A brand that does not 
represent the substance isn’t a 
brand. It’s a lie and the public 
will spot it. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:19:05 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   [common to all] 
RT @asafdar1: understanding of 
medicines & pharmacokinetics. 
That’s what I tell my trainees 
anyway #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:19:07 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @WePharmacists 
#weph in surveys pharmacists 
come out as a very trusted 
profession
Thu Sep 11 20:19:15 PDT 2014
 
wepharmacists   RT @Jo_Ringer: 
Pharmacy is definitely 
respected. Needs to be seen 
as useful as well. Most people 
don’t get what we can do to   
help.#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:19:27 PDT 2014



+ QUESTION TWO





wepharmacists   RT @pillmanuk: 
@asafdar1 @FaceOfPharmacy but 
need substance as well as brand. 
Hopefully 1st will inform 2nd   
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:19:34 PDT 2014

ryanpharmilton   RT @
DrChrisGreen: For our younger 
colleagues, here’s said Mates 
advert! #weph https://t.co/
GCKeYhIXed  …
Thu Sep 11 20:19:36 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy  @HospChiefPharm 
The purpose is the brand. We 
just need a way to present 
ourselves so that the public 
value our contribution. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:19:43 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @FaceOfPharmacy 
depends what “the pharmacy 
profession” means. Pharmacy 
offering BOGOF on POM meds =/= 
Consultant Pharm on Sky News 
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:19:49 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @RyanPharmilton @
FaceOfPharmacy I’ve asked that Q 
before. USP. Attention to detail. 
Doting i’s & crossing t’s is 
what I got back
Thu Sep 11 20:19:49 PDT 2014

clairewynn   #WePh in picture 
you have a triangle should it 
be a  patient?
Thu Sep 11 20:19:50 PDT 2014

wepharmacists  RT @DrChrisGreen: 
#weph I’m not sure we really try 
to market or brand ourselves: 
therein lies the root of the 
problem. we just   beaver away!
Thu Sep 11 20:19:51 PDT 2014

laurajanebroad   @DrChrisGreen 
mine was ~7y: the community 
pharmacy that stayed open 
>6pm so I could get Abx for 
tonsillitis after GP surgery 
ran late#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:19:54 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @FaceOfPharmacy 
#weph We don’t!! Not in hospital 
anyway. We do what we do but we 
don’t really make a big deal of 
it.
Thu Sep 11 20:20:04 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT@HospChiefPharm: 
.@FaceOfPharmacy Does it need a 
brand - or a proper purpose! or 
clear funtion around MO! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:20:04 PDT 2014

salsa442   RT @WeCommissioners: 
chatting NOW are both @

WeNurses via #WeNurses AND @
WePharmacists via #WePH listen, 
lurk, learn   or share...but don’t 
m…
Thu Sep 11 20:20:05 PDT 2014

s9njay   RT @aptaim: Hi! I’m 
James, pharmacist in GP practice 
& community services - & those 
two sectors are never talked 
about! Branding important…
Thu Sep 11 20:20:07 PDT 2014

geoffsau   @FaceOfPharmacy 
#weph accessibility?
Thu Sep 11 20:20:10 PDT 2014

sagefemmesb   RT @WeMidwives: 
chatting NOW are both @
WeNurses via #WeNurses AND @
WePharmacists via #WePH listen, 
lurk, learn or share...but don’t 
miss!
Thu Sep 11 20:20:11 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @aptaim: 
Common to all pharmacists? Very 
tough question: professionalism, 
caring, good communicators?  
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:20:12 PDT 2014



asafdar1   RT @FaceOfPharmacy: 
@pillmanuk @asafdar1 A brand 
that does not represent the 
substance isn’t a brand. It’s a 
lie and the public will spot i…
Thu Sep 11 20:20:16 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @geoffsau: @
aptaim #weph safety and quality 
in medicines management
Thu Sep 11 20:20:24 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy  @RyanPharmilton 
@asafdar1 True. We must be 
focused rather than try and 
represent too much. Brands that 
diverge fail.   #woolworths
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:20:30 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT@RyanPharmilton: 
@asafdar1 @FaceOfPharmacy 
Agree. Think we need a USP (or 
multiple) as a brand? #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:20:31 PDT 2014

weldnurses   @WeParamedics: 
chatting NOW are both @
WeNurses via #WeNurses AND @
WePharmacists via #WePH listen, 
lurk, learn or share...but don’t 
miss!
Thu Sep 11 20:20:36 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT@FaceOfPharmacy: 
@pillmanuk @asafdar1 A brand 
that does not represent the 
substance isn’t a brand. It’s a 
lie and the public   will spot 
i…
Thu Sep 11 20:20:41 PDT 2014
 
ryanpharmilton  @HospChiefPharm 
@FaceOfPharmacy We shouldn’t be 
trying to be mini medics, we 
should be maxi pharmacists. Or 
so a good   friend says :) #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:20:58 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   True: 
consistently too. RT @
DrChrisGreen: #weph in surveys 
pharmacists come out as a very 
trusted profession
Thu Sep 11 20:21:06 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT@FaceOfPharmacy: 
@HospChiefPharm The purpose is 
the brand. We just need a way to 
present ourselves so that the 
public   value our contribu…
Thu Sep 11 20:21:16 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT @KevPharmacist: 
@FaceOfPharmacy depends what 
“the pharmacy profession” means. 
Pharmacy offering BOGOF on POM 
meds =/= Consultant Pharm …
Thu Sep 11 20:21:27 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy @
pillmanuk too much variation 
in terms of best & worst of 
pharmacy. Public perception 
important. What do they think? 
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:21:30 PDT 2014

marycevans1  RT @RyanPharmilton: 
@HospChiefPharm @FaceOfPharmacy 
We shouldn’t be trying to be 
mini medics, we should be  maxi 
pharmacists. Or so a good f…
Thu Sep 11 20:21:31 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @Clairewynn: 
#WePh in picture you have 
a triangle should it be a  
patient?
Thu Sep 11 20:21:31 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm  RT@Ryan
Pharmilton: @HospChiefPharm @
FaceOfPharmacy We shouldn’t be 
trying to be mini medics, we 
should be maxi pharmacists. Or 
so a good f…
Thu Sep 11 20:21:40 PDT 2014



faceofpharmacy   @KevPharmacist 
Agree. That’s what I think is 
missing. The profession is not 
sales promotions. It has been 
hijacked by retailers. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:21:45 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright   @MaryCEvans1 
#weph @WePharmacists Back in 
the day, tried to explain to a 
neonate what I did. Didn’t get  
it.
Thu Sep 11 20:21:47 PDT 2014

wepharmacists  RT @DrChrisGreen: 
@FaceOfPharmacy #weph We don’t!! 
Not in hospital anyway. We do 
what we do but we don’t really 
make a big deal of it.
Thu Sep 11 20:21:48 PDT 2014

asafdar1   RT @FaceOfPharmacy: @
RyanPharmilton @asafdar1 True. 
We must be focused rather than 
try and represent too much. 
Brands that diverge fail. #w…
Thu Sep 11 20:21:51 PDT 2014

clairewynn   RT @RyanPharmilton: 
@HospChiefPharm @FaceOfPharmacy 
We shouldn’t be trying to be 
mini medics, we should be maxi 
pharmacists. Or so a good f…
Thu Sep 11 20:21:52 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy RT @DrChrisGreen: 
@FaceOfPharmacy #weph We don’t!! 
Not in hospital anyway. We do 
what we do but we don’t really 
make a big deal of it.
Thu Sep 11 20:22:06 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Good call. RT @
geoffsau: @FaceOfPharmacy #weph  
accessibility?
Thu Sep 11 20:22:09 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @RyanPharmilton 
@HospChiefPharm @FaceOfPharmacy 
Weeellllll - I do think we need 
to think about our role - but 
that’s another debate. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:22:20 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT@FaceOfPharmacy: 
Question two: What is good or 
bad about the way the #pharmacy 
profession currently promotes 
itself?   #weph http://t.co/k…
Thu Sep 11 20:22:42 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy @
RyanPharmilton sector specific 
branding or one for all of 
pharmacy. That’s the question 
#WePh #RemindingMyself
Thu Sep 11 20:22:42 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @geoffsau One 
of our much hailed USPs. To 

what? There has to be something 
behind the accessibility! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:22:45 PDT 2014

laurajanebroad   @asafdar1 @
KevPharmacist @FaceOfPharmacy 
@WePharmacists that’s why 
#hellomynameis and an 
explanation of why you’re   
there is important #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:22:45 PDT 2014

binkle767   @WePharmacists @
WeChaplains Chaplaincy has bn 
asking ths a lot. Bst answr not 
wht is exclusive but a unique 
combinatin of role/skill
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:22:49 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @FaceOfPharmacy 
Community Pharmacies are 
retailers. Pharmacists aren’t 
necessarily (I recall hearsay of 
Supermarket angst over Zocor) 
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:22:51 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm @FaceOfPharmacy 
Is Not... Community pharmacies 
are there to ensure that 
#medicines are effectively and 
safely dispensed #pharmanforum 
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:22:54 PDT 2014



aptaim   RT @laurajanebroad: @
asafdar1 @KevPharmacist @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
that’s why #hellomynameis and   
an explanation of why you’re 
ther…
Thu Sep 11 20:23:00 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @RyanPharmilton 
@HospChiefPharm @FaceOfPharmacy 
we have a pharmacist who 
clinically examines and 
diagnoses and prescribes.... 
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:23:04 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy RT@Ryan
Pharmilton: @HospChiefPharm @
FaceOfPharmacy We shouldn’t be 
trying to be mini medics, we 
should be  maxi pharmacists. Or 
so a good f…
Thu Sep 11 20:23:09 PDT 2014

asafdar1   RT @laurajanebroad: 
@asafdar1 @KevPharmacist @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
that’s why #hellomynameis and   
an explanation of why you’re 
ther…
Thu Sep 11 20:23:12 PDT 2014

pambahia1   RT @DrChrisGreen: @
FaceOfPharmacy #weph We don’t!! 
Not in hospital anyway. We do 

what we do but we don’t really 
make a big deal of it.
Thu Sep 11 20:23:15 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright  RT@laura 
janebroad: @asafdar1 @
KevPharmacist @FaceOfPharmacy 
@WePharmacists that’s why 
#hellomynameis and an 
explanation of why you’re ther…
Thu Sep 11 20:23:40 PDT 2014

clairewynn   RT @laurajanebroad: 
@asafdar1 @KevPharmacist @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
that’s why #hellomynameis and   
an explanation of why you’re 
ther…
Thu Sep 11 20:23:46 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @asafdar1 @
pillmanuk True again. Brands 
rely on consistency. #weph are 
we  consistent?
Thu Sep 11 20:23:51 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @laurajanebroad @
KevPharmacist @FaceOfPharmacy 
@WePharmacists agree totally. 
Plus ‘and I am a’ & ‘here to’   
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:23:56 PDT 2014

aptaim   #WePH Q2: good = @
rpharms activity of late: much 

higher profile than ever before. 
bad = parochial in places, 
inconsistent, unfocused.
Thu Sep 11 20:24:16 PDT 2014
faceofpharmacy   @DrChrisGreen 
@RyanPharmilton @HospChiefPharm 
I think it’s the same debate.  
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:24:18 PDT 2014

marycevans1   @Mr_Matt_Wright @
WePharmacists haha, should have 
tried the carer instead #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:24:20 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   @DrChrisGreen 
@RyanPharmilton @FaceOfPharmacy 
But also have Pre-op assessment 
pharm, Consultant haemaotology 
pharm, HIV pharm, renal. #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:24:27 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @asafdar1: @
FaceOfPharmacy @pillmanuk too 
much variation in terms of best 
& worst of pharmacy. Public 
perception important. What do 
they…
Thu Sep 11 20:24:38 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy 
@pillmanuk no. Personal 
experience says that for me.  
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:24:41 PDT 2014



juliepmartin   In hosp staff 
aware of role & use our skills 
but patients vary. If have 
LTCs often good relationship 
with both community & hosp ph   
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:24:42 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @asafdar1 @
RyanPharmilton Has to be one. 
One will work. It will also have 
the most impact. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:24:45 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT@FaceOfPharmacy: 
@KevPharmacist Agree. That’s 
what I think is missing. 
The profession is not sales 
promotions. It has been hijacked 
by r…
Thu Sep 11 20:24:47 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @laurajanebroad 
@FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
Great point!! :-) #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:24:50 PDT 2014

ryanpharmilton   RT @aptaim: 
#WePH Q2: good = @rpharms 
activity of late: much higher 
profile than ever before. 
bad = parochial in places,   
inconsistent, unf…
Thu Sep 11 20:25:00 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   Fab +++RT @
WePharmacists: Hurrah! RT @
PamBahia1: hello! Pam Bahia; 
hospital Pharmacy Tech be 
jumping in and out of chat 
tonight! :) #Weph
Thu Sep 11 20:25:03 PDT 2014

clairewynn   RT @aptaim: #WePH 
Q2: good = @rpharms activity of 
late: much higher profile than 
ever before. bad = parochial in 
places, inconsistent, unf…
Thu Sep 11 20:25:04 PDT 2014

aptaim   *strong* MT @
FaceOfPharmacy: That’s what I 
think is missing. The profession 
is not sales promotions. It’s 
been hijacked by retailers.
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:25:18 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy Question three 
coming up... #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:25:25 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   @
RyanPharmilton @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy But one across 
the patient journey - end to 
end  #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:25:45 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @asafdar1: @
FaceOfPharmacy @RyanPharmilton 
sector specific branding or one 
for all of pharmacy. That’s the 
question #WePh #RemindingMyse…
Thu Sep 11 20:25:52 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @laura
janebroad @asafdar1 @
KevPharmacist @WePharmacists I 
love the #hellomynameis. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:25:55 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy RT@HospChief
Pharm: .@RyanPharmilton @
asafdar1 @FaceOfPharmacy But 
one across the patient journey 
- end to end #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:26:04 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @aptaim: 
#WePH Q2: good = @rpharms 
activity of late: much higher 
profile than ever before. 
bad = parochial in places,   
inconsistent, unf…
Thu Sep 11 20:26:15 PDT 2014

mrsgemmaquinn   @FaceOfPharmacy 
@WePharmacists we don’t shout 
loud enough. Lots of great stuff 
we do that no one knows about   
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:26:17 PDT 2014



wepharmacists   RT @
JuliePMartin: In hosp staff 
aware of role & use our skills 
but patients vary. If have LTCs 
often good relationship with 
both community
Thu Sep 11 20:26:28 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @KevPharmacist @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
#weph ha - yes!
Thu Sep 11 20:26:36 PDT 2014

pillmanuk   @aptaim @
FaceOfPharmacy has the 
profession LET itself be 
hijacked by retailers ? #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:26:42 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   Question three: 
What should be the aim of a 
#brand representing #pharmacy? 
#weph http://t.co/rt7i1hbccO
Thu Sep 11 20:26:48 PDT 2014

asafdar1   FaceOfPharmacy **** 
what was Q2
Thu Sep 11 20:26:57 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Possible? RT @
FaceOfPharmacy: Has to be one 
[brand for all pharmacy]. One 
will work. It will also have the 
most impact. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:27:04 PDT 2014

antibioticpharm   @AngrySwans 
I’ve evolved beyond being the 
antibiotic policeman in the 
eyes of doctors by being more 
useful than punitive #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:27:11 PDT 2014

marycevans1   @DrChrisGreen @
RyanPharmilton @HospChiefPharm 
@FaceOfPharmacy so do we 
but what they bring to that 
encounter that is unique to 
p’cist #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:27:28 PDT 2014

aptaim   @pillmanuk @
FaceOfPharmacy Evil starts with 
good men speaking out against 
bad acts etc? #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:27:48 PDT 2014

s9njay   @WePharmacists @
FaceOfPharmacy knowledge of 
medicines #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:27:50 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright   RT @
AntibioticPharm: @AngrySwans 
I’ve evolved beyond being the 
antibiotic policeman in the 
eyes of doctors by being more   
useful than punit…
Thu Sep 11 20:27:50 PDT 2014

clairewynn   RT @
AntibioticPharm: @AngrySwans 
I’ve evolved beyond being the 
antibiotic policeman in the 
eyes of doctors by being more   
useful than punit…
Thu Sep 11 20:28:00 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @WePharmacists @
FaceOfPharmacy yes, anything 
is possible. @rpharms critical 
to this. Absolutely critical   
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:28:12 PDT 2014

aptaim @pillmanuk @
FaceOfPharmacy Evil begins when 
good men don’t speak out about 
bad things etc... #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:28:19 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @FaceOfPharmacy 
This is where marketing theory 
annoys me. Pharmacy should be 
represented by Pharmacists, not 
a marketing concept #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:28:29 PDT 2014

wechaplains   “@binkle767: @
WeNurses Chaplaincy has bn 
asking ths a lot. Bst answr 
not wht is exclusive but a 
unique combinatin of role/skill   
#weph”
Thu Sep 11 20:28:31 PDT 2014



+ QUESTION THREE





wepharmacists RT@FaceOfPharmacy: 
Question three: What should 
be the aim of a #brand 
representing #pharmacy? #weph 
http://t.co/rt7i1hbccO
Thu Sep 11 20:28:32 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @HospChiefPharm 
@RyanPharmilton @FaceOfPharmacy 
us too - was referring to 
comment about not trying to 
be mini docs - lines r blurry 
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:28:39 PDT 2014
clairewynn   RT @asafdar1: @
WePharmacists @FaceOfPharmacy 
yes, anything is possible. @
rpharms critical to this. 
Absolutely critical #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:28:48 PDT 2014

asafdar1   RT @AntibioticPharm: 
@AngrySwans I’ve evolved beyond 
being the antibiotic policeman 
in the eyes of doctors by being 
more useful than punit…
Thu Sep 11 20:29:00 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy @pillmanuk @
aptaim Yes I think so. We were 
all so busy with checking 
and have up control of the 
corporations. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:29:01 PDT 2014

wepharmacists How? MT @Kev
Pharmacist: Here marketing 
theory annoys me. Pharmacy 
should be represented by 
Pharmacists, not a marketing 
concept #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:29:10 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @
AntibioticPharm: @AngrySwans 
I’ve evolved beyond being the 
antibiotic policeman in the 
eyes of doctors by being more   
useful than punit…
Thu Sep 11 20:29:37 PDT 2014

rsharmapharma   RT @aptaim: 
#WePH Q2: good = @rpharms 
activity of late: much higher 
profile than ever before. 
bad = parochial in places,   
inconsistent, unf…
Thu Sep 11 20:30:04 PDT 2014

mrsgemmaquinn   We should be 
the first port of call for any 
medicines enquiries that anyone 
has; patients, HCPs, media, we’re 
“the medicines experts”
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:30:04 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy @KevPharmacist 
The concept is pharmacists! 
That’s the point. Also, Hello!?  

#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:30:07 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @WePharmacists 
#WePh by remaining accessible 
and trusted. By becoming the 
visible commitment to high 
quality medicines use.
Thu Sep 11 20:30:07 PDT 2014

aptaim   #WePh Q3: putting 
pharmacy firmly in the minds 
of patients as the healthcare 
sector/professionals of first  
call
Thu Sep 11 20:30:45 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @WePharmacists @
KevPharmacist marketing 
concepts very important. What 
do pharmacists know about 
marketing? Very little #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:30:50 PDT 2014

ryanpharmilton   @DrChrisGreen 
@HospChiefPharm Agree on 
blurred boundaries. Believe 
comment is about bringing 
something unique to pt care.
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:31:03 PDT 2014



geoffsau   @DrChrisGreen @
HospChiefPharm @RyanPharmilton 
@FaceOfPharmacy #weph I work 
alongside medics in clinic as 
rxer but have unique p’cist 
insight
Thu Sep 11 20:31:16 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @asafdar1 @
WePharmacists @rpharms This is 
true as the professional body 
and oldest (one of) professional 
bodies. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:31:16 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   *AMEN!* RT @
KevPharmacist: #WePh by 
remaining accessible and 
trusted. By becoming the visible 
commitment to high quality 
medicines use.
Thu Sep 11 20:31:23 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   #weph The “Ask 
your pharmacist, you’ll be 
getting good advice” was good 
marketing, until Which said 
otherwise......
Thu Sep 11 20:31:26 PDT 2014

marycevans   @WePharmacists @
FaceOfPharmacy One brand not 
possible at the moment...too 
different & perceived to be 
different by others IMO #WePh

Thu Sep 11 20:31:31 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright   @KevPharmacist 
@FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
Don’t think marketing has to be 
a dirty word #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:31:32 PDT 2014
 
laurajanebroad RT@mrsgemmaquinn: 
We should be the first port 
of call for any medicines 
enquiries that anyone has; 
patients, HCPs, media, we’re   
“the medic…
Thu Sep 11 20:31:51 PDT 2014

ukpharmacist   @FaceOfPharmacy 
#weph The purpose of the brand 
must be to get people to use 
pharmacies vs other providers...
Thu Sep 11 20:31:53 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Ha! RT @
DrChrisGreen: #weph The “Ask 
your pharmacist, you’ll be 
getting good advice” was good 
marketing, until Which said 
otherwise......
Thu Sep 11 20:31:56 PDT 2014

clairewynn   RT @geoffsau: @
DrChrisGreen @HospChiefPharm @
RyanPharmilton @FaceOfPharmacy 
#weph I work alongside medics 
in clinic as rxer but have 

unique…
Thu Sep 11 20:32:04 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @asafdar1 #WePh 
I’d rather know little about 
pretending something is greater 
than it is and know lots about 
being greater than I seem.
Thu Sep 11 20:32:07 PDT 2014

pillmanuk   @FaceOfPharmacy 
#brand #pharmacy #weph Q3 - 
whatever it is, it should work 
across patients & other HCP
Thu Sep 11 20:32:14 PDT 2014

pillmanuk   @DrChrisGreen #weph 
which is where my content about 
substance came in
Thu Sep 11 20:32:14 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @Mr_Matt_
Wright @KevPharmacist @
WePharmacists It’s not. It can 
be evil but it depends on 
who is using it and for what.   
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:32:17 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   @aptaim Should 
it be more putting best, safest 
and effective use of medicine 
and, Oh Pharmacy are best to 
help with that! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:32:18 PDT 2014



faceofpharmacy   RT @
UKPharmacist: @FaceOfPharmacy 
#weph The purpose of the 
brand must be to get people 
to use pharmacies vs other   
providers...
Thu Sep 11 20:32:25 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @
mrsgemmaquinn: We should be 
the first port of call for any 
medicines enquiries that anyone 
has; patients, HCPs, media, we’re   
“the medic…
Thu Sep 11 20:32:25 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy @
WePharmacists @rpharms this is 
why being MRPharmS is important. 
Public perception > brand   
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:32:25 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @aptaim: 
#WePh Q3: putting pharmacy 
firmly in the minds of patients 
as the healthcare sector/
professionals of first call
Thu Sep 11 20:32:32 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @geoffsau @
HospChiefPharm @RyanPharmilton 
@FaceOfPharmacy Absolutely - 
the scientist on the ward round 
or clinic etc. #weph

Thu Sep 11 20:32:35 PDT 2014

clairewynn   RT @asafdar1: @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
@rpharms this is why being 
MRPharmS is important. Public 
perception > brand #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:33:15 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @asafdar1 @
WePharmacists @rpharms Maybe. 
Sadly large parts of the 
profession don’t feel they are 
represented. I am a member. 
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:33:18 PDT 2014
wepharmacists   RT @MaryCEvans1: 
One [pharmacy] brand not 
possible at the moment...too 
different & perceived to be 
different by others IMO #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:33:34 PDT 2014

asafdarl   RT @FaceOfPharmacy: 
@asafdar1 @WePharmacists @
rpharms Maybe. Sadly large parts 
of the profession don’t feel 
they are represented. I am a me…
Thu Sep 11 20:33:34 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @Mr_Matt_Wright 
@FaceOfPharmacy marketing can 
be misused to promise something 
that can’t be delivered. 
Pharmacists must deliver #WePh

Thu Sep 11 20:33:38 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
Noooo - not that nonsense again! 
Sorry Aamer but I don’t believe 
the public understand! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:33:39 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy @
WePharmacists @rpharms fix that 
& we have a strong brand. No?  
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:33:56 PDT 2014

marycevans1 @mrsgemmaquinn 
Yeah hear that all the time but 
are we all? What exactly do we 
mean by that? different levels 
of competence out   there
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:33:59 PDT 2014
 
aptaim 1 +RT @HospChiefPharm: 
Should it be more putting 
best, safest & effective use of 
medicine and, Oh Pharmacy are 
best to help   with that! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:34:04 PDT 2014

angryswan   @AntibioticPharm 
some even avoid challenging 
poor practice to avoid 
unpopularity. #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:34:06 PDT 2014



wepharmacists   We’re not 
all retail remember! RT @
UKPharmacist: #weph The purpose 
of the brand must be to get 
people to use pharmacies vs   
other providers..
Thu Sep 11 20:34:39 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @asafdar1 @
WePharmacists @rpharms It’ll 
take some focused work by all 
over decades to turnaround the 
last 50 years drift. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:34:53 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @pillmanuk: @
FaceOfPharmacy #brand #pharmacy 
#weph Q3 - whatever it is, it 
should work across patients & 
other HCP
Thu Sep 11 20:34:54 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @RyanPharmilton 
absolutely! :-) #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:35:05 PDT 2014

nhspharmer   @DrChrisGreen Gosh 
that’s a memory from the past! 
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:35:10 PDT 2014

aptaim   RT @FaceOfPharmacy: @
asafdar1 @WePharmacists @
rpharms Maybe. Sadly large parts 
of the profession don’t feel 

they are represented. I am a me…
Thu Sep 11 20:35:11 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright   RT @
MaryCEvans1: @mrsgemmaquinn Yeah 
hear that all the time but are 
we all? What exactly do we mean 
by that? different levels of 
competence…
Thu Sep 11 20:35:15 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @WePharmacists 
@UKPharmacist Did you mean 
retail? #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:35:29 PDT 2014
asafdar1   RT @FaceOfPharmacy: 
@asafdar1 @WePharmacists @
rpharms It’ll take some focused 
work by all over decades to 
turnaround the last 50 years 
drif…
Thu Sep 11 20:35:30 PDT 2014

jamesthebear  RT@FaceOfPharmacy: 
@KevPharmacist Agree. That’s 
what I think is missing. 
The profession is not sales 
promotions. It has been hijacked 
by r…
Thu Sep 11 20:35:44 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @DrChrisGreen 
@asafdar1 @FaceOfPharmacy @
WePharmacists +1 - “Kev BSC SSC 
GSC” #WePh

Thu Sep 11 20:35:46 PDT 2014
wepharmacists   RT @MaryCEvans1: 
@mrsgemmaquinn Yeah hear that 
all the time but are we all? 
What exactly do we mean by 
that? different levels of 
competence…
Thu Sep 11 20:35:53 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @aptaim: 1 
+RT @HospChiefPharm: Should it 
be more putting best, safest & 
effective use of medicine and, 
Oh Pharmacy are best to help 
wit…
Thu Sep 11 20:35:58 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @Clairewynn 
@asafdar1 @WePharmacists @
rpharms True but we need to 
break the circle and take some 
action. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:36:18 PDT 2014

mrsgemmaquinn   @MaryCEvans1 
I agree, but same in any 
profession. Need a critical mass 
to set a good example #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:36:52 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @asafdar1 @
WePharmacists @rpharms 
Interesting. We are getting 
somewhere. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:37:08 PDT 2014



wepharmacists   Fair! RT @
UKPharmacist: I think that 
applies cross sector... Just 
replace pharmacies with 
pharmacists...  #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:37:13 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @KevPharmacist @
DrChrisGreen @FaceOfPharmacy @
WePharmacists not disagreeing. 
If we don’t use @rpharms to 
develop brand we stagnate #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:37:15 PDT 2014
mr_matt_wright   @MaryCEvans1 
@mrsgemmaquinn Yes, you are 
an expert within your area of 
expertise. Maybe the “expert in 
medicines” line lacks nuance 
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:37:27 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
Yes, and I believe we are making 
positive strides with that. 
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:37:36 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   @aptaim And I 
did mean Pharmacy - as a whole 
not just Pharmacists - techs 
and support staff essential - 
ACT’s MMT’s etc #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:37:44 PDT 2014

wepharmacists  RT@mrsgemmaquinn: 
@MaryCEvans1 I agree, but 
same in any profession. Need 
a critical mass to set a good 
example #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:37:46 PDT 2014

marycevans1   @DrChrisGreen @
geoffsau @HospChiefPharm @
RyanPharmilton @FaceOfPharmacy 
No longer apparently science 
‘unnecessary’ in new degree 
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:37:47 PDT 2014

asafdar1   RT @KevPharmacist: 
@WePharmacists #WePh by 
remaining accessible and 
trusted. By becoming the visible 
commitment to high quality 
medicines …
Thu Sep 11 20:37:50 PDT 2014

clairewynn   RT @asafdar1: @
KevPharmacist @DrChrisGreen @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
not disagreeing. If we don’t use 
@rpharms   to develop brand we 
sta…
Thu Sep 11 20:37:51 PDT 2014

aptaim   @HospChiefPharm Oh 
hells, yes always with you 
on that point: not sure all 
pharmacists get it though...  

#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:38:22 PDT 2014

beatrizmazoy   RT @aptaim: 
*strong* MT @FaceOfPharmacy: 
That’s what I think is missing. 
The profession is not sales 
promotions. It’s been   hijacked 
by ret…
Thu Sep 11 20:38:40 PDT 2014

pambahia1   RT @aptaim: 1 +RT @
HospChiefPharm: Should it be 
more putting best, safest & 
effective use of medicine and, 
Oh Pharmacy are best to help 
wit…
Thu Sep 11 20:38:48 PDT 2014

ryanpharmilton  @FaceOfPharmacy 
LPCs, LPNs and @RPharmS need 
to all work together to drive 
awareness locally. We’re all in 
this together. #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:38:50 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @MaryCEvans1 
@DrChrisGreen @geoffsau @
HospChiefPharm @RyanPharmilton 
@FaceOfPharmacy don’t let Mr 
Pixies contaminate your brand 
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:39:05 PDT 2014



wepharmacists   You shouldn’t! 
How many pt contacts a year?! 
#WePh RT @pillmanuk: Hmm, I 
often get the feeling of 
contempt for my prof ”caste”
Thu Sep 11 20:39:10 PDT 2014

pharmrj   RT @Mr_Matt_Wright: 
#weph Are #pharmacists being 
vocal about their role and 
input when they talk to 
patients? Are people leaving 
hosp or CP…
Thu Sep 11 20:39:12 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @MaryCEvans1 @
geoffsau @HospChiefPharm @
RyanPharmilton @FaceOfPharmacy 
I saw that - what a disaster! We 
use it all the time.....#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:39:21 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy @
KevPharmacist @DrChrisGreen @
WePharmacists @rpharms their 
own atm but will represent 
pharmacy. Need members first 
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:39:24 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   @MaryCEvans1 I 
would certainly agree! Expert in 
medicines does not mean expert 
in Chemistry! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:39:33 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   The @rpharms 
is great but it is an internal 
profession brand and doesn’t 
speak to the public. Should 
there be a separate brand?   
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:39:36 PDT 2014

ryanpharmilton   @Clairewynn @
MaryCEvans1 @DrChrisGreen @
geoffsau @HospChiefPharm Agree. 
What piffle. Science vital to 
what we do! #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:39:38 PDT 2014

marycevans1   RT@HospChiefPharm: 
.@aptaim And I did mean 
Pharmacy - as a whole not just 
Pharmacists - techs and support 
staff essential -   ACT’s MMT’s 
et…
Thu Sep 11 20:39:39 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT@FaceOfPharmacy: 
The @rpharms is great but it is 
an internal profession brand 
and doesn’t speak to the public. 
Should there be a separat…
Thu Sep 11 20:39:46 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy @DrChrisGreen @
WePharmacists Presumably they 
need to cultivate many brands 
to many customers #WePh

Thu Sep 11 20:39:57 PDT 2014

asafdar1   RT @WePharmacists: 
*AMEN!* RT @KevPharmacist: #WePh 
by remaining accessible and 
trusted. By becoming the visible   
commitment to high qualit…
Thu Sep 11 20:40:03 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   Question four 
coming up... #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:40:19 PDT 2014

asafdar1   RT @mrsgemmaquinn: 
We should be the first port 
of call for any medicines 
enquiries that anyone has; 
patients, HCPs, media, we’re   
“the medic…
Thu Sep 11 20:40:19 PDT 2014

asafdar1   RT @UKPharmacist: 
@FaceOfPharmacy #weph The 
purpose of the brand must be to 
get people to use pharmacies vs 
other providers...
Thu Sep 11 20:40:26 PDT 2014

asafdarl   RT @WePharmacists: 
Ha! RT @DrChrisGreen: #weph The 
“Ask your pharmacist, you’ll be 
getting good advice” was good   
marketing, until Which sa…
Thu Sep 11 20:40:35 PDT 2014



+ QUESTION FOUR





kevpharmacist   @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy @DrChrisGreen 
Large number of stakeholders to 
appeal to, consequently need to 
segment that market #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:41:08 PDT 2014

ryanpharmilton  @FaceOfPharmacy 
@rpharms It speaks to the 
public every 2 days! http://t.co/
RrH0pjqf42  #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:41:09 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   Question 
four: How do we create a 
#brand pharmacy’s group 
of stakeholders? #weph 
#bigchallenge http://t.
co/6r3Wx1iGlq
Thu Sep 11 20:41:18 PDT 2014

asafdarl   @KevPharmacist @
FaceOfPharmacy @DrChrisGreen @
WePharmacists which is why are 
where we are. Difficult. #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:41:34 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @FaceOfPharmacy 
Sounds like a question on a MBA 
course rather than something 
you should be asking coal face 
health professional #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:41:56 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy  @RyanPharmilton 
@rpharms Disagree. The 
penetration is very low. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:41:57 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm  @RyanPharmilton 
@Clairewynn @MaryCEvans1 @
DrChrisGreen @geoffsau 
Science as a discipline but 
not necessarily   individual 
specialities! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:41:57 PDT 2014

clairewynn   RT @RyanPharmilton: 
@FaceOfPharmacy @rpharms It 
speaks to the public every 
2 days! http://t.co/RrH0pjqf42  
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:42:07 PDT 2014

newhamcepn   RT @FaceOfPharmacy: 
Question four: How do we 
create a #brand pharmacy’s 
group of stakeholders? 
#weph #bigchallenge http://t.
co/6r3Wx1iGlq
Thu Sep 11 20:42:08 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @
FaceOfPharmacy: Question 
four: How do we create a 
#brand pharmacy’s group 
of stakeholders? #weph   
#bigchallenge http://t.
co/6r3Wx1iGlq

Thu Sep 11 20:42:09 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @KevPharmacist @
FaceOfPharmacy @DrChrisGreen 
marketing speak
Thu Sep 11 20:42:23 PDT 2014

aptaim   #WePh Q4: well, start 
with the engaged ones on 
Twitter obvs...
Thu Sep 11 20:42:47 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @asafdar1 as 
in one face to government, 
one to media, one to high 
flying pharms, one to newly 
qualified pharms. #WePh 
#MarketSegmentation
Thu Sep 11 20:42:49 PDT 2014

wepharmacists  RT@KevPharmacist: 
@asafdar1 as in one face to 
government, one to media, one to 
high flying pharms, one to newly 
qualified   pharms. #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:43:02 PDT 2014

clairewynn   @HospChiefPharm @
RyanPharmilton @MaryCEvans1 @
DrChrisGreen @geoffsau science 
integrated with clinical 
practice #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:43:02 PDT 2014



faceofpharmacy   @KevPharmacist 
It’s a very practical question 
that we all need to consider 
if we want to increase public 
awareness. #weph #realworld
Thu Sep 11 20:43:05 PDT 2014

asafdar1   RT @KevPharmacist: 
@asafdar1 as in one face to 
government, one to media, one to 
high flying pharms, one to newly 
qualified pharms. #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:43:15 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @KevPharmacist 
@asafdar1 Disagree. The whole 
point is one face based upon 
one profession and one reality.   
#weph
Thu Sep 11 12:43:39 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   +1 RT @
Clairewynn: @HospChiefPharm @
RyanPharmilton @DrChrisGreen @
geoffsau science integrated 
with clinical practice #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:43:41 PDT 2014

RyanPharmilton   @rpharms 
Disagree. The penetration is 
very low. #weph ukpharmacist 
Thu Sep 11 20:44:10 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @aptaim: 
#WePh Q4: well, start with the 

engaged ones on Twitter obvs...
Thu Sep 11 20:44:13 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @asafdar1 “The 
only thing I know is that 
I know nothing” #WePh (He’s 
appealing to the erudite and 
angry market, that’s a strong 
market..)
Thu Sep 11 20:44:18 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @KevPharmacist and 
one to patients. Think you ran 
out of characters
Thu Sep 11 20:44:20 PDT 2014

ryanpharmilton  @HospChiefPharm 
@FaceOfPharmacy You can’t really 
disagree with a fact. But effect 
and retention of the messages 
might be debatable. #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:44:24 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @KevPharmacist 
@asafdar1 Yeah, horses for 
courses approach. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:44:34 PDT 2014

0try   RT @RyanPharmilton: @
FaceOfPharmacy @rpharms It 
speaks to the public every 
2 days! http://t.co/RrH0pjqf42  
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:44:38 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm  @FaceOfPharmacy 
@KevPharmacist @asafdar1 
As before - disagree - ONE 
DISCIPLINE = NOT ONE profession! 
TWO! #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:44:49 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Don’t worry @
DrChrisGreen - @NHSPharmer has 
joined you in the corner for 
not using the hashtag... ;) #weph   
http://t.co/yHyI1SRtcH
Thu Sep 11 20:45:19 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy  @RyanPharmilton 
@HospChiefPharm Is debatable. 
The fact is that the profession 
is poorly perceived by every 
stakeholder.   #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:45:28 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright   #weph @
WePharmacists What’s the 
question again?
Thu Sep 11 20:45:28 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen    @WePharmacists 
#weph If we are seen by the 
public as one of the most 
trustworthy professions - what 
a great starting point! Need to 
build
Thu Sep 11 20:45:46 PDT 2014



hospchiefpharm   @WePharmacists 
@DrChrisGreen @NHSPharmer Thisn 
is soooooo mcuh better than the 
rage thing! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:45:58 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy @
KevPharmacist can that b 
done in diverse profession 
like ours? Industry, academia, 
patient facing, behind the 
scenes #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:46:01 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Q4: How do we 
create a new brand for a ‘group’ 
of stakeholders? (ish) RT @
Mr_Matt_Wright: #weph What’s the 
question again?
Thu Sep 11 20:46:17 PDT 2014

clairewynn   RT @DrChrisGreen: 
@WePharmacists #weph If we 
are seen by the public as 
one of the most trustworthy 
professions - what a great 
starting po…
Thu Sep 11 20:46:24 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @HospChiefPharm 
@FaceOfPharmacy @asafdar1 one 
reality, 2 professions, many 
sectors seen from different 
viewpoints = different needs 
#wePh

Thu Sep 11 20:46:27 PDT 2014

marycevans1   @FaceOfPharmacy 
pharmacy lost a brand (maker 
of drugs) without working out 
what to put in its place. Now 
hotchpotch profession #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:46:37 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright   RT @
DrChrisGreen: @WePharmacists 
#weph If we are seen by the 
public as one of the most 
trustworthy professions - what 
a great starting po…
Thu Sep 11 20:46:49 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @MaryCEvans1: 
@FaceOfPharmacy pharmacy lost 
a brand (maker of drugs) without 
working out what to put in its 
place. Now hotchpotch profe…
Thu Sep 11 20:46:50 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @KevPharmacist @
HospChiefPharm @FaceOfPharmacy 
isn’t that what other 
professions do? Medics & nurses 
more diverse than us #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:47:18 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm  @RyanPharmilton 
@FaceOfPharmacy Wasnt the 
content it was the chosen 
wording! or is growing up on Viz 

too obvious! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:47:20 PDT 2014

asafdar1   RT @KevPharmacist: @
HospChiefPharm @FaceOfPharmacy 
@asafdar1 one reality, 2 
professions, many sectors seen 
from different viewpoints = 
diff…
Thu Sep 1120:47:21 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   Fair?! MT @
FaceOfPharmacy: @RyanPharmilton 
@HospChiefPharm The fact is 
that the profession is poorly 
perceived by every stakeholder. 
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:47:33 PDT 2014

ryanpharmilton   @Clairewynn @
HospChiefPharm @MaryCEvans1 @
DrChrisGreen @geoffsau And 
clinical practice/problems 
informing research of course
Thu Sep 11 20:47:34 PDT 2014

asafdar1   RT @MaryCEvans1: @
FaceOfPharmacy pharmacy lost a 
brand (maker of drugs) without 
working out what to put in its 
place. Now hotchpotch profe…
Thu Sep 11 20:47:40 PDT 2014



pharmrj   RT @aptaim: *strong* 
MT @FaceOfPharmacy: That’s 
what I think is missing. 
The profession is not sales 
promotions. It’s been hijacked 
by ret…
Thu Sep 11 20:47:49 PDT 2014

pharmrj   RT @aptaim: #WePh 
Q3: putting pharmacy firmly in 
the minds of patients as the 
healthcare sector/professionals 
of first call
Thu Sep 11 20:47:50 PDT 2014

pharmrj   RT @WePharmacists: 
*AMEN!* RT @KevPharmacist: #WePh 
by remaining accessible and 
trusted. By becoming the visible   
commitment to high qualit…
Thu Sep 11 20:47:50 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @MaryCEvans1 @
FaceOfPharmacy presumed patient 
care would replace extemp prep 
in comm pharm. Still never had   
inhaler counselling :( #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:47:52 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @MaryCEvans1 
This seems to be true. 1960’s 
with mass produced medicines 
removed our medicines maker 
identity. What has replaced it? 
#weph

Thu Sep 11 20:48:02 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @WePharmacists 
@FaceOfPharmacy @RyanPharmilton 
@HospChiefPharm Speak 
for yourself. Many of my 
stakeholders love me #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:48:27 PDT 2014

asafdar1   @WePharmacists @
HospChiefPharm @DrChrisGreen @
NHSPharmer I missed a # and you 
didn’t notice. Ha ha ha
Thu Sep 11 20:48:44 PDT 2014

aptaim   @HospChiefPharm You 
really *are* gearing up for 
holiday aren’t you... ;) #viz  
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:48:51 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @KevPharmacist 
@WePharmacists @RyanPharmilton 
@HospChiefPharm Thinking a bit 
small. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:48:53 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT@FaceOfPharmacy: 
@MaryCEvans1 This seems to be 
true. 1960’s with mass produced 
medicines removed our medicines   
maker identity. What has …
Thu Sep 11 20:49:05 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen @KevPharmacist 

@FaceOfPharmacy I think 
hospital and community, primary 
care and industrial pharmacists 
are discrete roles now. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:49:14 PDT 2014

wepharmacists  RT@DrChrisGreen: 
@KevPharmacist @FaceOfPharmacy 
I think hospital and community, 
primary care and industrial 
pharmacists   are discrete rol…
Thu Sep 11 20:49:22 PDT 2014

clairewynn RT @RyanPharmilton: 
@Clairewynn @HospChiefPharm @
MaryCEvans1 @DrChrisGreen @
geoffsau And clinical   
practice/problems informing 
research of c…
Thu Sep 11 20:49:39 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist @FaceOfPharmacy 
@RyanPharmilton @HospChiefPharm 
patients, doctors, pharmacists 
and other hcps in my networks...   
Small? #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:49:44 PDT 2014

beatrizmazoy   RT @Jo_Ringer: 
Pharmacy is definitely 
respected. Needs to be seen as 
useful as well. Most people 
don’t get what we can do to   
help. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:49:46 PDT 2014



asafdar1   @WePharmacists 
@FaceOfPharmacy @RyanPharmilton 
@HospChiefPharm Not every. 
Many really value us including 
patients. Govt not yet IMO #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:50:00 PDT 2014

marycevans1   @KevPharmacist @
FaceOfPharmacy Exactly....sums up 
everything really #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:50:01 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   @DrChrisGreen 
@KevPharmacist @FaceOfPharmacy 
But should they be - are they 
not ALL around the patient - 
back to Tweet about Pt’s! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:50:03 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @DrChrisGreen 
@KevPharmacist That’s very true 
from our perspective. Patients 
struggling to understand one 
won’t understand many. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:50:03 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright @asafdar1 
@FaceOfPharmacy @KevPharmacist 
@WePharmacists Definitely a 
need to raise awareness of the 
diversity of pharmacy roles. 
#weph 1/2
Thu Sep 11 20:50:06 PDT 2014

asafdarl RT @Mr_Matt_Wright: @
asafdar1 @FaceOfPharmacy @
KevPharmacist @WePharmacists 
Definitely a need to raise 
awareness of the diversity of 
pharma…
Thu Sep 11 20:50:38 PDT 2014

aptaim   @NHSPharmer @
FaceOfPharmacy @rpharms 
*totally* agree (& good chance 
to dust this off...) http://t.
co/9uPfIGzUzX #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:50:42 PDT 2014

wepharmacists  RT@KevPharmacist: 
@MaryCEvans1 @FaceOfPharmacy 
presumed patient care would 
replace extemp prep in comm 
pharm. Still never had inhaler 
cou…
Thu Sep 11 20:51:02 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   Question five 
coming up... #weph Good to see 
people getting passionate. :)
Thu Sep 11 20:51:03 PDT 2014

ryanpharmilton  @HospChiefPharm 
@aptaim You can tell I am tired, 
took me till until now to get 
that. Food and bed is needed, 
STAT! #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:51:05 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright   @asafdar1 @
FaceOfPharmacy @KevPharmacist @
WePharmacists Would that help 
to strengthen appreciation for 
profession…? #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:51:16 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen   @WePharmacists 
@FaceOfPharmacy Noooo - I 
think our hospital pharmacy is 
pretty well respected by its 
colleagues around the Trust.
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:51:28 PDT 2014

mrsgemmaquinn   Lots of 
different roles but all should 
be about practical medicines 
use. Making sure patients are 
partners & able to take their 
meds #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:51:55 PDT 2014

claerewynn   RT @aptaim: .@
NHSPharmer @FaceOfPharmacy @
rpharms *totally* agree (& 
good chance to dust this off...)   
http://t.co/9uPfIGzUzX
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:51:56 PDT 2014



wepharmacists   MT @Mr_Matt_
Wright: Definitely a need 
to raise awareness of the 
diversity of pharmacy roles. 
Would that help strengthen   
appreciation?
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:52:09 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   @WePharmacists 
@FaceOfPharmacy @RyanPharmilton 
No! Issue is we challenge, are 
“pedant’s”, do think intensly 
about risk! so make hard! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:52:13 PDT 2014

marycevans1   @WePharmacists @
FaceOfPharmacy @RyanPharmilton 
@HospChiefPharm Yes fair. 
Individuals valued, discipline 
not #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:52:29 PDT 2014

asafdarl   Mr_Matt_Wright @
FaceOfPharmacy @KevPharmacist 
@WePharmacists appreciation 
different to brand. #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:52:41 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @aptaim: .@
NHSPharmer @FaceOfPharmacy @
rpharms *totally* agree (& 
good chance to dust this off...)   
http://t.co/9uPfIGzUzX
#WePh

Thu Sep 11 20:52:44 PDT 2014

nhspharmer   @FaceOfPharmacy 
@WePharmacists We’re a 
(relatively) small profession, 
yet have many small interest 
groups. ONE VOICE for pharmacy! 
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:52:54 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   +1! RT @
FaceOfPharmacy: Question five 
coming up... #weph Good to see 
people getting passionate. :)
Thu Sep 11 20:52:55 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @MaryCEvans1 
@KevPharmacist I think so. 
Certainly try to make this a 
reality. Our brand isn’t what 
we think rather what patients 
think.#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:52:55 PDT 2014

wepharmacists  RT@mrsgemmaquinn: 
Lots of different roles but 
all should be about practical 
medicines use. Making sure 
patients are partners & able to 
tak…
Thu Sep 11 20:53:07 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   I’m now 
listening to my favourite 
marketing guru #WePh

Thu Sep 11 20:53:25 PDT 2014
 
geoffsau   RT @NHSPharmer: @
FaceOfPharmacy @WePharmacists 
We’re a (relatively) small 
profession, yet have many small 
interest groups. ONE VOICE for 
ph…
Thu Sep 11 20:53:31 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   [poorly 
perceived] RT @HospChiefPharm: 
No! Issue is we challenge, are 
“pedant’s”, do think intensly 
about risk! so make hard!   
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:53:42 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   @NHSPharmer @
WePharmacists One voice! We 
have a few voices here tonight. 
We are the third largest 
healthcare profession. #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:54:02 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen    @HospChiefPharm 
@WePharmacists @FaceOfPharmacy 
I think people understand why 
we are pedants though- it’s why 
we are good at what we do #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:54:04 PDT 2014



+ QUESTION FIVE





wepharmacists RT@FaceOfPharmacy: 
One voice! We have a few voices 
here tonight. We are the third 
largest healthcare profession. 
#weph
Thu Sep 11 20:54:17 PDT 2014

clairewynn   RT @FaceOfPharmacy: 
@NHSPharmer @WePharmacists One 
voice! We have a few voices 
here tonight. We are the third   
largest healthcare profession…
Thu Sep 11 20:54:36 PDT 2014

nhspharmer   RT @DrChrisGreen: 
@WePharmacists #weph If we 
are seen by the public as 
one of the most trustworthy 
professions - what a great 
starting po…
Thu Sep 11 20:54:36 PDT 2014

faceofpharmacy   Question five: 
Who should #pharmacists look to 
for #brand leadership? #weph   
http://t.co/a9W6gaxn2Y
Thu Sep 11 20:54:56 PDT 2014

marycevans1   RT @DrChrisGreen: 
@HospChiefPharm @WePharmacists 
@FaceOfPharmacy I think people 
understand why we are pedants   
though- it’s why we are good …
Thu Sep 11 20:55:01 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @NHSPharmer @
FaceOfPharmacy #WePh We have 
many voices because many in 
pharmacy say things that 
others disagree with - ecig, 
homeopathy....
Thu Sep 11 20:55:13 PDT 2014

hospchiefphar   @DrChrisGreen @
WePharmacists @FaceOfPharmacy 
Too True! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:55:21 PDT 2014

nhspharmer   @WePharmacists @
HospChiefPharm @DrChrisGreen ok 
ok Consider myself told! #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:55:40 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT @
FaceOfPharmacy: Question five: 
Who should #pharmacists look to 
for #brand leadership? #weph   
http://t.co/a9W6gaxn2Y
Thu Sep 11 20:55:58 PDT 2014

wepharmacists RT @KevPharmacist: 
@NHSPharmer @FaceOfPharmacy 
#WePh We have many voices 
because many in pharmacy say 
things that others disagree 
with - ec…
Thu Sep 11 20:56:14 PDT 2014

pharmrj   RT @WePharmacists: 
Fair?! MT @FaceOfPharmacy: @

RyanPharmilton @HospChiefPharm 
The fact is that the profession 
is   poorly perceived by every…
Thu Sep 11 20:56:23 PDT 2014

pharmrj   RT @FaceOfPharmacy: 
Question five: Who should 
#pharmacists look to for #brand 
leadership? #weph http://t.co/
a9W6gaxn2Y
Thu Sep 11 20:56:23 PDT 2014

hospchiefpharm   @WePharmacists 
No - hard work - and, in the 
main - NOT yes people! Ask 
questions and say no to doctors! 
#weph #PRnotasgood
Thu Sep 11 20:56:25 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist   @FaceOfPharmacy 
https://t.co/Tb4atzpFHK (NSFW)  
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:56:28 PDT 2014

geoffsau   @FaceOfPharmacy 
#weph i do think that we should 
be looking to #RPS to brand our  
profession
Thu Sep 11 20:56:43 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @geoffsau: @F
FaceOfPharmacy #weph i do think 
that we should be looking to 
#RPS to brand our profession
Thu Sep 11 20:57:02 PDT 2014





asafdar1   @FaceOfPharmacy 
start by looking across the 
globe to see what other 
countries’ pharmacy bodies are 
doing. Aus, NZ, US?? #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:57:03 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @asafdar1: @
FaceOfPharmacy start by looking 
across the globe to see what 
other countries’ pharmacy bodies 
are doing. Aus, NZ, US?? #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:57:10 PDT 2014

mr_matt_wright   Clarified as 
only a professional pedant 
could @DrChrisGreen #weph @
HospChiefPharm @WePharmacists   
@FaceOfPharmacy
Thu Sep 11 20:57:20 PDT 2014
 
marycevans1   @MaryCEvans1: @
DrChrisGreen @HospChiefPharm @
WePharmacists @FaceOfPharmacy 
you have cracked it! Pedants of 
the world unite.our brand! #weph
Thu Sep 11 20:57:34 PDT 2014

clairewynn has to be RPS #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:57:35 PDT 2014

drchrisgreen + 1 @geoffsau @
FaceOfPharmacy #weph i do think 
that we should be looking to 

#RPS to brand our profession
Thu Sep 11 20:57:40 PDT 2014

kevpharmacist @MaryCEvans1 @
DrChrisGreen @HospChiefPharm @
WePharmacists @FaceOfPharmacy 
histopathologists are much 
greater pedants than us. No USP 
#WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:57:58 PDT 2014

wepharmacists   RT @Clairewynn: 
has to be RPS #WePh
Thu Sep 11 20:58:09 PDT 2014









‘Embracing current and developing technologies 
and applying them to facilitate the supply of 

pharmaceuticals to patients, supported by professional 
advice by pharmacists must be a prime concern for the 

profession if it wishes to remain 
relevant and desirable.’



 + 2015 to 2025

The short-term future





The pharmacy profession aspires to expand its traditional medicines supply role and deliver a wider range of clinical services. The current model 

of community pharmacy has changed little in decades and although it is beginning to embrace new models and technologies it is many years behind 

other industries in doing so.

At present and for the foreseeable future the pharmaceuticals that we use to improve or maintain our health and abilities are made remotely by 

global manufacturers in large scale industrial facilities. To increase the profits made by manufacturers, many of these factories are in third world 

countries necessitating significant global transport systems at high environmental cost to bring the product and the patient together. Despite the 

ubiquity of pharmacy delivery services in the UK, the majority of medicines still require a physical journey either by the patient or a delivery 

person to bring patient and medicine together. This presents an additional layer of expensive transportation met by the pharmacy or the patient.

Technological advances in recent years have produced logistical models (E.g Amazon) that for the first time present a real threat to the traditional, 

community pharmacy supply model. While the pharmacy profession is evolving and becoming more service and less supply focussed, the funding structure 

for the sector remains firmly tied to the physical act of supply. With potentially cheaper and more convenient supply methods becoming available 

to governments, the pharmacy profession must demonstrate the value that it delivers at the point of supply above the simple act of physically 

transferring medicines to the patient.

Activity by the pharmacy professions representative bodies to raise the profile of the pharmacy profession in the UK is growing and is having a 

positive impact on society’s perception. This activity however is predominantly public relations based and the value that a well conceived and 

applied professional visual identity could add is at present not understood. This is a missed opportunity for the profession. The use of a range of 

new, predominantly visual, communications channels offers the profession the opportunity to connect directly with society in a meaningful way, share 

its messages and analyse the impact over time. 

Embracing current and developing technologies and applying them to facilitate the supported supply of pharmaceuticals to patients, must be a prime 

concern for the profession if it wishes to remain relevant and desirable. This chapter looks at the potential application of existing technologies 

and ways in which the pharmacy profession can ensure that it remains an essential part of the evolving supply process.

BACKGROUND
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PERSONALISED
DELIVERY

Medicines are delivered 

directly to the patient 

or their carer via 

secure drones that use 

location services on 

personal SMART devices.

Delivery: 

Drone
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PERSONALISED
DELIVERY

Personalised delivery  

confirmed by scanning 

the medicines packaging  

through bespoke SMART 

device applications.

Delivery:  

Personalised interface
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AUGMENTED
MEDICINES

Medicine packaging is 

scanned using a new, 

bespoke augmented 

reality application 

to provide access to 

easy to lose, patient 

information leaflets. 

Augmented Reality: 

Medicine packaging

3
0

.1
0

.1
5

 | 1
4

:3
1

Each 
augmented 
reality tablet 
contains AR 
20mg.

Read all of this lea�et 
carefuly before you start 
taking this medicine.

• Rescan the AR box to 
access this lea�et at any 
time.

• Scan a AR tablet to 
learn more about the 
active ingredient and 
how it works.

•To watch are recording 
of your consultation with 
the pharmacist scan the 
dispensing label.

Do not share this 
medicine with others.

You can �nd the 
following in this 
lea�et.

1. What AR augmented 
reality tablets are used 
for.

2. How to take AR 
augmented reality 
tablets.

3. Possible side e�ects.

4. How to store Novares 
AR augmented reality 
tablets.

5. Further information.

KEEP OUT OF REACH 
OF LATE ADOPTERS

1. What AR augmented 
reality tablets are used 
for.

tablets 20mg

Powered by
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AUGMENTED 
MEDICINES

The pharmacy specific 

dispensing label can 

link to a visual or 

audio recording of 

bespoke advice provided 

by the pharmacist at 

the time of dispensing. 

Tablets themselves can 

link to the chemical 

profile of the medicine.

Augmented Reality:

Label and tablets

30.10.15 | 14:31 30.10.15 | 14:31
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VIRTUAL 
CONSULTATION

A real time virtual 

reality interface is 

used to facilitate one 

to one consultations 

with the patient’s 

pharmacist to ensure 

safe and effective use 

of medicines.

Virtual Reality: 

Headset
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VIRTUAL 
CONSULTATION

The immersive augmented 

reality medium enhances 

the quality of the 

interaction increasing 

the effectiveness of 

the pharmacist’s advice. 

Virtual Reality: 

Consultation
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DAILY RESPONSE
COLLATION

A new generation of 

SMART devices collect 

chemical and biological 

data, measuring the 

body’s response to 

medication on an 

ongoing, daily basis. 

Daily Response: 

Self-quantification
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DAILY RESPONSE
COLLATION

Responses are collated 

automatically and 

processed information 

is available to the 

patient in their mirror 

each day and to their 

prescriber allowing 

dose adjustment at the 

beginning of the next 

prescribing cycle.

The mirror also uses 

facial recognition to 

monitor skin condition 

and retinal health.

Daily Response:
Data collation

Good morning Mr. E. N. Lightened

Your health statistics this week: 30.10.15 

Age: 26.822 years 

Gender: M

Height: 1.74 m BMI: 26.2 Weight: 79.4 kg

Physical activity (mins)

62 63
58

42

49

65

57

S S M T W T F

Citalopram blood levels (ng / ml)

42

43
38

22
2945

37

S S M T W T F

64 bpm  182 / 83 mmHg 4.5 fev  4.3 fef 
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SOCIAL CARER
NETWORK

Patients provide 

access to a closed 

social network for 

their healthcare 

professionals 

(Pharmacist, GP, 

Nurse, Dentist, 

Physiotherapist, 

Counsellor etc) 

facilitating integrated 

care through new 

insights into lifestyle 

and their response to 

new treatments.

Social:

Carer Network

Updates

Hi E. N. Lighented

Messages Data Photos

View all Today This week

Find carers

Message your: Pharmacist

Message your: Nurse

Watch your latest: GP consultation401 minutes activity over the last seven days.

Message your: Dentist

+ Pharmacist B. Rose

posted a consultation
reminder

3.4 hrs ago

+ You

posted a SMART blood 
level reading

6.2 hrs ago

+ You

posted a SMART blood 
level reading

30.2 hrs ago

+ Activity levels

review your last seven
days physical activity (mins)

62 63
58

42

49

65

57

S S M T W T F

Blood levels dropped below theraputic in Wednesday.

+ Blood levels

review your last seven
days Citalopram blood

levels

42

43
38

22
2945

37

S S M T W T F

Your carers:

Pharmacist

G.P.

Nurse

Dentist

Physiotherpist

Optician

Counsellor

Your groups:

Bipolar disorder

Mountain �tness

More

My account

Amend your settings

Invite a new carer

> Logout
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SOCIAL HEALTH 
GROUPS

Patients join social 

network groups with 

fellow suffers of their 

condition and share 

experiences and quality 

of life progress.

Groups are moderated 

by an expert healthcare 

professional who 

themselves suffers 

from the relevant 

condition providing 

accurate knowledge and 

understanding.  

Social:

Condition Group

10:50am6G

Hi E. N. Lighented

Your expert
More

Bipolar disorder
group home
More

Information 
about your 
condition
More

Record your
mood
More

Sync SMART
data
More

 
Noti�cations
More

My account > Logout

Your expert
More

Bipolar disorder
group home
More

Information 
about your 
condition
More

Record your
mood
More

Sync SMART
data
More

 
Noti�cations
More

10:50am6G

Hi E. N. Lighented

My account > Logout

+ You 6.2hrs
Current blood levels are theraputic.
That’s eighteen days in a row!

+ L. O. Statsea 8.4 hrs 
Need some support today. Anyone got
any tips for a low day?

+ You 9.6 hrs
Feeling on top of the world. Literally.
Mountaineering really helps me cope.

+ You 30.6 hrs
SMART blood level reading: 38 ng / ml.

+ Expert 38.3 hrs
The latest research into our condition is
out. Read my summary. bit.ly/2kDhUsd

6 10

4 8

0 9

0 2

25 82
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‘Developments in many areas of our lives will be 
driven by changes in technology more than any other 

factor. The pharmacy profession is subject to the same 
effect and such changes may fundamentally alter the 
way in which we obtain our pharmaceutical products.’



 + 2025 to 2050

The medium-term future





BACKGROUNDIn the medium term future the supply of pharmaceuticals may be subject to further globalisation, consolidation and the development of large 

technology based organisations who dominate the supply chain. Reflecting similar patterns to other industries such companies will rely on 

branding and visual identity to differentiate themselves from competitors and create instant recognition within their target markets. The pharmacy 

profession itself will need to work hard to remain meaningful and distinct in the minds of the global population.

Developments in many areas of our lives will be driven by changes in technology more than any other factor and the pharmacy profession is subject 

to the same effect. These changes may fundamentally alter the way in which we obtain our pharmaceutical products. Technological capability is 

increasing at a linear and predictable rate according to Moore’s Law and the limit of our ability is now defined by our creativity rather than our 

capacity. The information age was short and has given way to the age of creativity.

Many futuristic concepts for which the technology does not yet exist could have a significant effect on the manufacture and supply of 

pharmaceuticals and subsequently on the relationship between pharmacists and their patients. Mass production of standardised pharmaceuticals may 

give way to personalised ‘made on demand’ products which are produced when required in the same country or in the patient’s residence by micro-

manufacturing facilities. Production via such home based, semi-portable 3D printers may permanently alter our relationship with medicines.

Current transportation systems may reverse in nature with a medicine to patient model developing in place of the current patient to medicine one. 

Where necessary a range of non-human transportation systems may be utilised to rapidly bring locally made products to patients.

Wearable technology and the person’s environment itself may analyse the effect of pharmaceuticals on the wearer and feedback information to micro-

manufacturing facilities to adjust the composition of subsequent doses. These advances make supply more local and as a result make the pharmacist 

/ patient interaction more remote. A range of methods will be investigated that may continue to facilitate the professional contribution of the 

pharmacist and secure the future of the profession.

This chapter looks at the potential application of conceptual technologies and ways in which the pharmacy profession can ensure that it remains an 

essential part of the evolving supply process.
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WEARABLE 
ANALYTICS

SMART technology 

will turn traditional 

garments and 

accessories into 

wearable analytical 

devices that monitor 

and feedback the body’s 

reaction to medication.

Future doses will be 

adjusted automatically 

according to the body’s 

measured response.

Wearable Analytics: 

Jewellery
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WEARABLE 
ANALYTICS

Measurement of a full 

range of biological and 

mechanical markers will 

assist in providing a 

24 / 7 view of health, 

illness and its 

optimum treatment. 

Body secretions, 

temperature, movement, 

even the rate of 

skin replacement 

can contribute to a 

sophisticated self-

quantification system. 

Wearable Analytics:

Clothing
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CARING 
ENVIRONMENTS

Our environments will 

become as aware of us 

as we are of them.

1. Thermometers will 

measure small changes 

in body temperature 

during infection. 

2. Sensitive microphones 

will monitor the rate 

and efficiency of a 

patient’s respiration. 

3. Pressure sensor beds 

will measure changes in 

body weight.

Environment:

Sensory Spaces

2

1

3
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CARING 
ENVIRONMENTS

4. Toilets will measure 

chemical markers and 

metabolised drugs in 

all liquid and 

solid excretions.

5. Sinks will monitor 

chemical markers and 

metabolised drug levels 

in the saliva.

6. Data will be 

recorded and processed 

alongside that from 

other sources to 

assist in monitoring 

response and to 

amend environmental 

parameters to improve 

comfort and quality 

of life.

Environment:

Live Feedback

4

5

6
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WEARABLE 
MEDICATION

New forms of medication 

will be developed that 

are worn on the outside 

of the body and provide 

information about rate 

of absorption and when 

a new dose is required.

Wearable Medication:

Short Term Stickers
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WEARABLE 
MEDICATION

Long term treatments 

will be administered by 

sub-dermal medication 

tattoos which fade 

as the medication is 

absorbed signalling the 

need for a new tattoo.

Medical and personal 

information can be 

integrated visually 

through advanced 

scanning techniques

Wearable Medication: 
Long Term Tattoos
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PERSONALISED 
PHARMACEUTICS

Medication will be 

manufactured in the 

home using 3D printing 

techniques and 

subsequent technologies.

Personalisation:

3D Printing
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PERSONALISED 
PHARMACEUTICS

Optimised, personalised 

doses will be possible,  

defined by analysis of 

large amounts of 

medication response 

data collected and 

collated through the 

internet of things.

Personalisation:

 Tailored medicines

3
0

.1
0

.1
5

 | 1
4

:3
1

Mr E. N. Lightened  31.10.15

Dispensed by

Sync SMART data

Calculate optimum dose

Print personalised tablet
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‘Pharmaceutical supply may become a historical 
reference as digital and biological developments 

combine to harness the bio-manufacturing capabilities 
of the human body, producing endogenously that which 

is required to manage health.’



2050 +

The long-term future





BACKGROUNDThe long-term future is very difficult to predict. Each small change in our lives in the intervening period magnifies over time to produce 

unexpected exponential changes which differ from our current view. It is not possible to determine whether visual identity and branding will remain 

relevant in the way that they are at present.

Pharmaceutical supply may become a historical reference as digital and biological developments combine to harness the bio-manufacturing 

capabilities of the human body, producing endogenously that which is required to manage health.

Personalised medicines may give way to personal medicines produced by the body itself, based on instructions provided through the internet of 

things. No physical transportation system will be required to bring patient and pharmaceutical together and the digital network is limitless and 

scalable. 

Digital implants connect the human body to the digital world and constantly monitor biological processes assessing when non-endogenous chemicals 

will benefit the body or increasing the production of endogenous ones. Out-of-body bio-digital code will instruct the body to produce the necessary 

chemical based upon the ever growing, global, data driven, body of knowledge.

This ‘digital DNA’ will be tailored to match the specific bio-chemistry of the individual and the body’s own biochemical processes will be 

instructed to produce the required chemical in the required dose over the relevant time period.

Individuals will be directed to eat foods containing the relevant raw materials with which to manufacture chemicals.

This is one potential future. Pharmacists will be valuable in developing this technology and monitoring the treatment of patients over their 

lifespan and must strive to position themselves to fulfil this role if it becomes a reality.
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BIO-DIGITAL
IMPLANTS

Integration between the 

biological and digital 

worlds will facilitate 

instant transfer of 

information to the 

central nervous system 

through implants.

Digital Biology:

Implants
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BIO-CODE
CONVERSION

DNA and chemical 

information will be 

converted to binary 

code and sent to an 

individual 

to facilitate 

self-manufacture 

of non-endogenous 

chemicals needed to 

maintain health and 

wellness. 

Digital Biology:

Code Conversion
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‘A single icon is no longer enough to carry the hopes, dreams 
and messages of an entire profession amidst 

our visually saturated world. 

A more coherent, adaptable and consistent visual identity 
system should be developed to provide a platform for 
promoting the pharmacy profession and complement its 

ongoing public relations work.’



 + FUTURE PHARMACY

The new face of pharmacy



In 1984 the Royal 

Pharmaceutical Society 

launched their green cross 

symbol, designed by Allied 

International Designers. 

Above are some of the 

original sketches that are 

currently stored in the 

Royal Society’s library.

http://www.rpharms.com/about-

pharmacy/our-museum.asp

+ 1984



THE NEW FACE
OF PHARMACY

Half-way through the project I visited the library of the Royal Pharmaceutical Society (RPS) and was granted access to files relating to the 

development of the pharmacy green cross in 1984. I learnt that the then president of the Royal Pharmaceutical Society, Dr. Hopkin Maddock had used 

the phrase ‘instantly recognisable graphic face’ during the launch of their new symbol for pharmacy. I had named my project similarly without 

knowing of this historic quote and it felt like a connection had been made through the years. The Face Of Pharmacy Project is a continuation of 

work began in 1984.

I reviewed every reference in the library relating to the development of the RPS cross including the industry press and it instantly struck 

me that the lack of recognition afflicting the pharmacy profession today is not a new thing. I could have been reading a contemporary article 

extolling the virtues of the pharmacy profession and the equal and opposite failings of others to embrace it’s potential.

I admire the attempts made by the leaders of the profession at that time to develop a recognisable symbol with which patients can identify 

pharmaceutical services. A symbol of reassurance. A symbol of trust. They were pioneering, determined and willing to harness new techniques to 

promote their profession.

Times have changed however. A single icon is no longer enough to carry the hopes, dreams and messages of an entire profession amidst our visually 

saturated world. A more coherent, adaptable and consistent visual identity system should be developed to provide a platform for promoting the 

pharmacy profession and complement its ongoing public relations work.

The leaders of pharmacy today must be as pioneering, determined and willing as their predecessors to develop alongside society, utilising every 

tool available to convince society of the value the profession can add to peoples lives.

The Face Of Pharmacy Project has to date uncovered the mandate, evidence and inspiration to explore what the future of the pharmacy profession may 

hold and the challenge that the pharmacy profession must overcome to persist in the decades to come.

The final stage of the project is to develop a conceptual visual identity for the profession and illustrate its use in context. This remains a 

challenging objective but every attempt will be made to achieve it. The concept will be shared with the pharmacy profession and its representative 

bodies will be challenged to determine the most suitable way forward to secure the future of the profession.
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